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Attacked on all sides, many of their number badly wounded and some dead, Dick Slater
brave comrades were forced to give up thQ fight. "Never mind." muttered Dick,
doggedly, "it is always the darkest just before dawn!"
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.__OR-

By HARRY MOORE
CHAPTER I.
A BULLY AND HIS PUNISHMENT.

Two young ladies, in the quaint costumes worn over a
h undred years ago, were riding a long a road outside Savannah, Georgia, one afternoon in the latter part of the year.
The air was not cold, although it was after Christmas, and
many of the trees were still green and garden plants were
in blossom.
As the girls were riding on at good speed a boy of seventeen or eighteen years, almost a man in size, jumped out suddenly and discharged a pistol in the air.
The horses were startled and started to bolt, but the girls
were both excellent riders and quickly controlled them.
" Why did you do that?" one of the girls asked, reining in,
addressing the overgrown fellow, who was laughing- boisterously.
"So's ter see yer hoss jump an' throw yer," with another
laugh. "I'd like ter see all yer rebels throwed or runned
away with."
"How do you know I am 'rebel,' as you call it?"
" 'Cause I've seen yer with rebels, that's why. Ef yer
wasn't er rebel, yer wouldn't have nothin' ter do with 'em."
"Why should you wish to injure me? ·Have I ever hurt
you?"
"Yas, yer have, ye're er rebel, an' I hate rebels, an' I'm
goin' ter hur~ all rebels. Get out o' here, b' ame yer!"
He raised his foot and would have kicked the hor se, but
the young lady suddenly brought her riding whip sharply
down upon his leg.
"Don't you dare to kick my hor se!" she said sternly.
The fellow gave a howl of pain and limped aside.
The whip had stung him and he realized that the girl was
not to be trifled with.
"Consarn yer fur er pesky rebel, I'll git even with yer fur
that!" he hissed.
Then he picked up a good-sized stone and was about to
hurl it at the horse when the other girl cut him across the
arm with her whip.
He droppped the stone with a yell, but dashed at the
girl and tried to drag her from the saddle.
Her companion hurried to her assistance, and rained blows
upon the coward's neck and shoulders.
Then two boys in Continental uniforms suddenly rode up,
one on a splendid coalblack horse of pure Arabian blood,
a nd the other almost as well mounted.

Reaching the scene, they both sprang from their saddles.
The boy on the black seized the coward by the collar and
sent him spinning.
He sat down in the dusty r oad and in a moment the young
Continenta l captain was sta nding over him.
" Aren't you ashamed of yourself? " the young patriot
asked. "A big hulking fellow like you to attack a girl? H ow
have you been brought up ?"
"She's er rebel, an' I'm down on all rebels. Ye' re er rebel
yer self," sputtered the fellow, crawling away.
Get up and try your t ricks on me, then, and don't attack
young ladies."
"There's t wo on yer," with a whine. "Ther both on yer'll
'tack me."
"No we won't. Stand back, Bob," to his companion.
"Ye're Dick Slater , ther r ebel capting er ther Liberty
Boys."
"Yes, but I 'm not a rebel, I'm a patriot."
"An' t'other feller's Bob E sterbrook, ther fust lootenant."
"So he is. But get up or I'll make you."
"Ye're er workin' fur ther rebel Gin'ral Howe, ergin ther
British, ye're rebels an' t raitors an' yer orter be hung an'
yer will be one er these days."
"Get up!" said Dick. ,.You are a bully and a coward, and
I'm going to give you a thrashing. Get up, I sa y !"
Bob f ell back and wa s now not within ten yards of Dick.
The gi rls still sat u pon their horses, but ha d withdrawn
the same distance Bob ha d.
"Won't!" said the boy on the ground, who was a Tory by
his own confession.
Dick _reached down, caught him by the collar and lifted
him upon his feet in an instant.
"Ther e!" he said. "Now stand up like a man and attack
me. You say you are down on all '1·ebels,' a s you ca ll them.
Now show your spunk if you have any."
The bully was as big as Dick, but there the resemblance
ended.
He could no more stand up against the young patriot than
he could have faced a giant.
He evidently knew this, for he suddenly turned and darted
into the. bushes by the side of the road.
They saw him tearing th1,ough the bushes for some minutes and then he disappeared.
"What was the t rouble, Alice?" asked Dick of the girl
who had first struck the bully.
She was Alice Esterbr ook, Bob's sister, and Dick's sweetheart.
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The Liberty Boys were ready to do their part toward deHer companion was Edith Slater, Dick's sister, and Bob's
fending the place and were very active in work of all sorts.
sweetheart.
There were Tories in and out of the city, and the actions
Dick and Bob lived in Westchester, in New York, but,
as they were now in the South, the girls had come down on of the bully they had met were on a par with that of many
a packet ship to visit some old school friends living in they had seen.
These people would have to be watched, as they would be
Savannah.
"This bully tried to frighten our horses," said Alice, "and ready to act as spies and to give information to the enemy.
Reaching the city, Mark, Jack and the two Harrys rode
then he was going to kick mine and I struck him with my
on to the camp, while Dick and Bob accompanied the girls to
whip."
"Served him right," sputtered Bob, who was an impulsive, the home of their friends.
Here they spent a very pleasant hour and then left to reimpetuous sort of boy.
turn to the camp.
"We heard a shot," said Dick. "What was that?"
They had reached the mouth of a narrow alley, when the
"The fellow fired a pistol to frighten the horses."
overgrown boy they had seen outside the city suddenly ap"I see."
"We got them under control and I struck him. Then he peared.
"Yah, rebels!" he snarled, throwing a handful of mud at
tried to drag Edith from the saddle, and we both struck
Dick.
him."
It struck Dick's breeches and spattered them.
"He deserved it," said Bob.
Then the fellow picked up a good sized stone and made a
"He attacked you simply because you were 'rebels.' so he
motion as if to hurl it at Major.
says ?"
D:ck was out of the saddle in a moment.
"Yes, that was all."
The bully darted down the alley and Dick gave instant
"He's a bully and a coward," said Bob. "He would not
stand up against Dick, nor me. He deserves a lashing, and chase.
The alley turned and Dick was soon out of sight of Bob,
I'm glad you gave it to him."
.
who remained behind.
"Come," said Dick. "It's time we returned to the ci_ty."
The bully uttered a sudden cry and three men sprang out
The boys now remounted and the whole party set off in the
of an old house and leaped upon Dick.
direction of the city.
In a moment he was gagged and taken into the house.
The Liberty Boys, one hundred young patriots fighting
The whole affair had been prearranged to get hold of him.
for freedom, were encamped in a swamp below the city.
Bob, hearing the sounds of a struggle, dashed down the
An expedition by the British against the city was rualley, leading both horses.
mored, and the boys were there to help defend it.
When he reached the turn there was no one in sight.
The girls had arrived before the expedition had been
"That's very queer," he thought.
heard of and Dick and Bob were anxious for their safety.
Then he went farther down the alley, but found that it
They were even now waiting for a vessel which would take
came to an end against a wall.
the girls North.
He retraced his steps till he reached the street, seeing no
As they were riding on they met four boys in Continental
one all that time.
uniform coming toward them.
"Dick is down here somewhere," he muttered.
One was a dashing boy, something younger than Dick,
.
He now realized that Dick had been made the victim of a
riding a big gray.
Riding alongside, on a beautiful bay horse, was a boy very prearranged plot.
_
much like him.
"They have taken Dick into one of those houses, and are
He was Jack Wanen, Mark's closest friend and constant keeping him a prisoner, but which one is it?"
companion.
As long as he remained in or near the alley everything
The other two boys, mounted on a pair of well matched would be quiet.
friends
fast
udson,
J
sorrels, were Harry Thurber and Harry
"As long as they know me I can't do anything," he
and always found together.
thought, "and I shall have to disguise myself."
brought
had
you
If
"Hallo, Mark," said Dick. "You look as
He returned to the alley, but found everything quiet.
news."
Then he went back to the street, and presently saw two of
"So I have," answered the young second lieut enant.
the Liberty Boys coming along on foot.
"What's it?"
They were a couple of lively fellows named Ben Spurlock
"The British fleet has arrived at T ybee Island, and are and Sam Sanderson.
the
looking ·for a chance to cross the bar and come up to
"Dick is a prisoner down that alley somewhere," he said.
city."
"I want you to watch it till I can get to camp and brin~
"Is that so?"
back a lot of the Liberty Boys."
"Yes, and there is great excitement. Howe has sent an
"All right," said Ben. "You have no idea where he is?"
express for more t roops to Sunbury, and to the citizens and
"No, but you had better walk up and down so as to let
militia to help in the defense of the city."
know that you are there."
them
"I wish we could have got the gfrls away," anxiously. "I
Ben and Sam walked down the alley as far as the turn.
was afraid of this."
As soon as they were seen every one hurried out of sight.
"We will be all rig·ht, Dick,'' said Alice. "Susie Warner
Then Bob rode away, leaving Major, Dick's black horse,
has a house outside the city some miles, where we can all go with Ben and Sam.
until the trouble is over."
Presently a woman came out of a tumble-down house
"I hope it will be all right, but I had rather you had gone and
said:
before the trouble began, much as I like to have you here."
rebels hain't got no business in here. Whyn't you
"Every time those girls come around there is trouble.'' git"You
out?" ·
laughed Bob."Oh, but we have," said Ben.
"Y ou're a saucy fellow, brother Bob,'' answered Alice,
"We all hain't been doin' nothin' to you-uns. Wh:vn't you
"and you deserve not to see us at all."
away an' let us alone?"
"But we would rather enjoy the trouble, after all.'' go"Some
of you have been up to mischief," said Ben, "and
chuckled Bob.
there's a lot of us boys coming back to see whieh ones it
°''That's the only thing that saved you," laughed Alice.
was and to hang 'em."
Then they all rode back toward the city.
"I want to know!" and the woman hurried inside.
"Did you see the folks peeping out through the blinds and
listening?" asked Sam in a low tone.
"Yes, and this story will go the rounds."
CHAPTER II.
The boys kept marching up and down the alley, and Jm~s
ently a man came out and said:
A SHORT IMPRISONMENT.
"You rebels have got to git out: We ain't goin' ter be
upon like this here."
spied
the
reached
expedition
inten'aed
the
of
When the rumors
find out who's been doing wrong and send them out,"
"Then
the
in
army
the
of
command
in
Howe,
city, General Robert
South, was at Sunbury, at the mouth of the Midway River. said Ben. "We are not going away till they're punished."
"I donno what ye're talkin' erbout. Yer can't punish all
He at once hurried to Savannah and bega• to strengthen
on us fur what one or two has did, ennyhow.''
the fortifications.
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"Well, we are going to do it, so you'd better give up the
culprits before we begin to sea1·ch your houses."
This threat seemed to have a decided effect on the people
of the alley, and many heads were seen ~t doors and windows, and excited whisperings were heard.
"Things are making an impression," said Ben in a low
t one.
"Yes, and I shouldn't wonder if something would be done."
When Dick was dragged int"- the house he was taken to a
room in the rear and placed in a chair.
''Now, yer rebel, we've got yer," said one of the men.
"Yes," said Dick.
"An' we're erg·oin' ter keep yer till ther British come up,
an' then hand yer over ter 'em."
"And in the meantime you think that my friends will be
doing nothing?"
"They can't do noth'n' an' we've got yer."
"Don't you know that there was one of the Liberty BOY!)
on the street at the time of my capture?"
This seemed to be news to the men.
Just then the boy came running in, looking grea~y excited.
"W aal, Bill Funk, what is it?"
"There's' ernother feller outside erwatchin' of the alley."
"Waal, let him watch, so shet up yer head."
One of the men left the room and was gone some little
t ime.
When he came back he beckoned to the others.
They went out, locking the door after them.
Dick heard them whispering in the hall without.
"We'll have ter put him out. Ther sogers is comin' ter
sarch ther houses."
"Do tell!"
"Yaas, an' they'll be trouble."
"What we goin' ter do with him?"
"Git rid on h ;m right quick."
Dick heard no more for a time.
Then the men came in and he was blindfolded and taken
out of the room.
The men went into a rea.
t th . ·h
h
.
1 cour , . 1oug
a ouse, d own
anothe1 alley and at last some one said:
"~ow then , get out er h~re an' don't bother us no more."
Di~k tore the handkerchief from his eyes and saw a man
runnmg down an alley.
In a moment he had disappeared.
. k went t h e oth er way, an d at length came out upon a
D ic
street which he knew.
"Bob has threatened to send for the Liberty Boys ," he said
t o himself, "and they have become frightened and ha.ve put
me out."
He was returning to the alley when he saw Bob and a
n umber of the Liberty Boys come galloping down the street.
"Hallo! are you out?" Bob asked.
"Yes, ejected summa1ily."
.
"Then I gues Ben and Sam must have frightened them."
"Ben and Sam?"
"Yes I left the~ in the alley to watch while I went after
some ~f the boys."
"Then that's it. I was blindfolded and led out of the
house, probably by the rear, and through others and finally
left alone."
,
"H'm! They took fright. Did you see the boy?'\
"Yes, and three men. They captured me. You could not
t ell where I went, of course? "
"No.''
They went on and at length reached the alley.
Then two of the Liberty Boys went in and spoke to Be'1.
"He's out," they said. "They put him out and we met
him."
·
"Good!" with a laugh. "Got scared I guess."
Then Ben said in a loud voice :
'
"There's a lot of hard characters living in this alley, and
t hey'll find themselves in hot water pretty soon if they are
n ot. careful.''
No one answered and the boys left the alley and rejoined
Dick and Bob
In a few m~ments they were on their way to the camp.

"But dey don'd was keeped him very long, ain't it?" said
a fat German boy named Carl Gookenspieler.
"They thought it wor too expensive. They wudn't kape
ye at all, Cookyspiller."
"For why dey don'd was?"
"Because yez wud ate too much an' breed a famine," with
a laugh.
"Gone ouid mit you, I don'd eat no more as ein mouses."
"Mayqe not, but he's a monsther, Oi'll tell yez that."
The boys laughed and Carl went off in a sulk.
It would not last long, however, as Carl was a goodnatured fellow, and one of the chief fu11-makers of the camp.
Dick related his adventures, the boys being all greatly
interested.
"What i8 the name of that overgrown bully?" Mark asked.
"Bill Funk."
"A pret ty good name," laughed Jack.
"He's a fellow to make trouble, I think," declar cl Dick.
"We may make plenty of it for him," said Bob, emphatically.
.
The days were short now, and the brief twilight soon
came on, and in a little while it was dark.
Patsy got supper, the fires were lighted, and the boys
proceeded to enjoy themselves.
Dick, Bob and Mark held a discussion in Dick's t ent, while
the Liberty Boys were talking, laughing and singing· outside.
"We must go down the river and reconnoiter the enemy's
position," observed Dick.
"Yes, for once they get up the river there will be t roub le,"
declared Bob.
"There is Brewton's Hill, tha t should be defended," a<lued
Mark. "That is a strong position for any one who gets it
first."
"Very true," answered Dick, "and I do not doubt that General Howe will see its advantage."
"Then you think that the enemy will attack the city?"
Bob asked.
·
"
Beyon.d a doubt, as soon as they cross the bar and get
up the river."
"A d th
d 't?" M ·k ·
· · cl
"I haven~i
slfO'ht~st d~~bti~,r~~e They may not do so
at once but they ,;ill you may be ' ~ure "
"
'
' .
·
,,
Then the causeways will have to be defended.
"Yes"
"A d.
.
· h ·
h
b bl .
f
h?,.
" n. ?llr ~~mp 11es rig t m t e pro a e 1me o mare .
,,C~ertamly. .
.
,,
.. 'Ihen we w.ill be attacked on all sides.
.
. Yes, and will have to .fight. We,,shall be obliged to move
it,)hough, but not at ~his moment.
We must get·the girls out of the way as .soo~ as there
seems to be any chance of the enemy advancmg, observed
B~?·
Yes, o! even before that. Mucn as I ~:ke to have them
here, I Wish now that they had not come.
"It won't do to let them hear us say that," laughed Bob,
"b~t I feel the same way.''
.
. Oh, well,. we !11ust get them to a safe place and then it
w1~.l be all nght, confidently.
.
y es, l!-nd, any~ow, they are plucky guls, and are not
ea~1ly fright ened.
.
They have both been through enough to teach them better," said Mark dryly.
"And t hey were plucky at the start," added Bob.
Later, when it was quie~ in camp and the fires had burt?-ed
down. Ben Spurlock, on picket, heard some one approaching
stealthily.
"Who goes there?" he called out sharply, putting his
musket in position.
"I didn't know ther was no one Uvin' he1·e," drawled some
one. ."I. was just ergoin' home."
"This is not a thoroughfare, so go some other way."
"Huh~ yer don't own ther swamp, do. yer?"
Ben signaled to some of the boys, u smg natural sound~.
He suspected who the fellow was, and was thus gettmg
word to Dick:
"Maybe we don't, but there is no road here, and if you
know anything of the neighborhood, you know that."
CHAPTER III.
"Waal, I kin find my way 'round anywheres, an' ef I
wanter go home this way, I'm goin', an' yer cain't stop me."
A VISIT TO THE FLEET.
All of a sudden the fire blazed up, and Dick and Bob were
Reaching the camp the boys were all heartily welcomed.
"Oi do be hearin' yez wor captured, capt ain dear," said a seen standing near.
"Bill Funk, as I t hought," said Dick. "Seize him, boys."
jolly Irish boy called Patsy Brannigan.

I
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In an instant the Tory boy took to his heels and made
rapid progress.
"He's trying to locate our camp so as to tell the enemy,"
declared Bob.
·
"I think so, too," was Dick's reply, "but we shall have to
change it anyhow, so it doesn't signify."
·
"! suspected that was the fellow, from what you had said
about him," remarked Ben, "and so I gave the signals."
"He is trying to make trouble, just as you said, Dick,"
added Bob, "but he must know that we would not stay here."
"He may not have expected to be surprised, as he was,
but then, he is not very bright, although crafty and ready
for mischief."
"A further acquaintance with the Liberty Boys will
sharpen his wits wonderfully," chuckled Ben.
"It usually does," said Bob.
The camp grew quiet ag-ain in a short time, but there were
no further visits from Bill Funk.
In the morning Dick put on a disguise, and getting a light
sailboat, set off down the river to have a look at the enemy's
fleet.
In his coarse clothes "he looked like a very ordinary country boy, and it did not seem likely that any one would recognize him.
He took hooks and lines, and caught a number of fish on
the way down.
·
These would give him an excuse for getting near or even
going on board one of the enemy's ships if he took a notion.
At length, with a good mess of fish in the boat. he set
his sail and went skimming down the river at a lively rate.
Nearing the British ships, which were still outside the
bar, he surveyed them critically.
Sir Peter Parker was the admiral of the fleet, and Lieutenant-Colonel Campbell, an efficient officer, commanded the
land forces.
These consisted of about two thousand troops, all of whom
had seen much active service.
Dick took account of the number and armament of the
ships and of their probable carrying capacity, and arrived
at a very close calculation as to the number of troops on
board.
Approaching one of the larl!'er vessels he saw an underofficer standing at the top of the staging ladder let down al
the side.
"Want any fresh fish?" he asked.
"Are they really fresh?"
Dick picked out one that was still flopping and held it up.
"Are they all like that?"
.
·
"There isn't one that's been out of the water an hour, and
they're all flopping.''
"Fetch me up three or four."
Dick made fast the end of the boat's warp to the ladder
and went up with half · a dozen of the nicest fish.
"How much·?"
He named a price that was within reason, and the( officer
called one of the sailors to bring a dish to hold the fish.
"You look to be a likelv lad," the officer said. "How
would you like to be a sailor?"
The British captains offered all the inducements they
could to voung men to become sailors, and did n<>t always
stop at that.
They often sent out press gangs to kidnap likely looking
fellows and force them into the service.
Not only that, but they would often take promising voun<!'
men from merchant vessels, claiming that they were British
subjects and obliged to serve in the navv.
Dick knew of ·these practices and determined not to be
caught napping.
"Me a sailor?" he said. "Why, I get dreadful sick on the
water when it blows the least bit. I'd never do in the
world."
"Wouldn't you like to look about the ship?" paying Die
for the fish.
:He gave oi significant look at one of the sailors which Dick
saw without appearing to do so.
"Not now," said Dick. "Wait till I dispose of my fish."
"Oh, I'll take the lot," said the ·s ailor, putting his hand on
Dick's arm. "Come along, rnatey, and I'll show you around."
"Not now, I said," and Dick moved toward the companion
ladder.
Some one was corning up as he reached it.
In a few moments the face of Bill Funk al)peared.
He came hurrying on and suddenly criecb

"Hi! that's Dick Slater, ther rebel, stop--"
D:ck made a dash and sent Bill reeling down the ladder
and into the boat with a splash.
Then Dick was seized, and the officer said:
"You may be a rebel or not, but at any rate you'll make
a fine sailor, and that is more to the purpose."

CHAPTER IV.
AN UNCEREMONIOUS LEAVE-TAKING.

Dick saw that the officer did not know him and began to
congratulate himself.
Three of the sailors were taking him off to their mess
room when Bill l<unk rushed on deck drenched with salt
water which ran from him in rivers.
"That's Dick Slater, ther rebel," he cried. "He's ther
captirtg er ther Liberty Boys, he's helpin' ther rebel Giniral
Howe, an' he's er spy. A ir ye1· goin' ter hang him?"
"What's that you say?" asked a smart young midshipman,
who was passing. "You say that is Dick Slater, t'h~ rebel?"
"Yaas, he \s, an' he cain't deny it."
"Stop a moment," said the midshipman to the sailors.
Then, turning to the officer, who was under h im in rank,
he said:
"I kriow of this Slater. I have seen him in New York. He
is a most persistent rebel and is unexcelled as a spy, they
say."
·
A lieutenant, passing, said:
"What is it, M:dshiprnan Waters?"
"A rebel spy, no less a person than Dick Slater, of the
Liberty Boys, a band of young rebels who have given us
trouble more than once.''
"Say you so? Do you identify him?"
"I know he's Dick Slater," said Bill Funk, "an' I know
where ther camp er the young rebels is, an' I can--"
·"Hold your tongue, you fool! Do you identify him, Midshipman?"
The middy looked Dick over carefully and said:
"Yes, sir. I have his description in my chest. but I am
certain he is the same.''
"Are you Dick Slater, the rebel?" the lieutenant asked.
"I am not a rebel," answered Dick, who did not recognize
the word as applied to patriots.
"Are you sure, Midshipman?"
"Yes, sir. T know it is Dick Slater."
"So do I," said Bill Funk. "I seen him in ther camp last
night and I've been er watchin' of him. He's· erspyin' on
ther ships, so's ter tell ther giniral all erbout 'em. Search
him."
Dick was searched, and two or three heavy pistols found
upon him.
"Why do you carry these?" the lieutenant asked.
"For many purposes. To shoot gulls or flying fish."
"Are you Dick Slater?"
"So the officer says. Let him Prove it."
.
"I tell yer he is," persisted Bill. "They's er lot of 'em
an' they have a camp in er swamp below ther town. I kin
tell yer ther names er some of 'em."
"Well?"
.
"They's Ben Estabrook, Mark Morrison, Jack Warren, Ben
Spurlock, Harry Thurber--"
"That is enough. Do you deny that you are Dick Slater?"
to Dick.
"You say I am. Prove it."
The m' ddy ran below and soon returned with a printed
description. of Dick.
The lieutenant compared it with Dick and found it to tally
perfectly.
"You may as well acknowledge that you are the young
rebel," the lieutenant said.
"I tell you I am not a rebel. We know no rebels. I am a
patriot, not a rebel."
"And you are Captain Dick Slater, of the Liberty Boys?"
"I am."
"Where are they ? "
"In the swamp below the town, but · they will not remain
there. The camp will be removed as soon as I get back.
We decided upon that last night."
The lieutenant laughed.
"When you get back?" he echoed.
"Yes."
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"Do you expect to get away?"
"Certainly."
"By taking the oath and becoming a sailor? There's a
chance for you. We want likely young fellows like you."
"Renounce my allegiance?" said Dick. "Forget my oath?
Turn traitor? Never!"
"We can hang you as a spy, and that is what we will do
if you persist in your determination."
"I am a native American, a patriot, devoted heart and
soul to the cause of independence. Do you think I would
ever forget that? No!"
"Take him away!" Sjiid the lieutenant. "Put him in the
brig."
"Be yer goin' · ter hang him?" asked Bill Funk. "Lemme
see yer do et? I would love ter see-"
"Get out!" said the middy, and he led Bill Funk to the
gangway and kicked him down the companion ladder.
Tw·ce within a few minutes had Bill Funk had an involuntary ducking in the sea water.
He scrambled out, got into his boat a.pd went away vowing vengeance on eve17 one.
Dick was taken to the brig, or ship's prison, a cell-like
apartment in the after part of the vessel.
He was not bound, but his pistols were taken from him
and he was locked in, with apparently but little chance of
escaping.
There were two ports to the brig, both grated with heavy
iron bars newly set into the timbers.
There was a grated door, locked and barred, with a
marine pacing up and down the passage outside.
Had Dick been put in irons he could not have been any
fa1·ther from the chances of escape.
"It looks black," he said to himself, "but I have never
been without hope."
He saw one chance of escape, but it was a desperate one.
He had taken such before, and he was ready to do it
.
again.
He knew that they were in need of sailors, and that they
·would try and persuade him to enlist in ·order to save his
life.
And then, even if they decided to hang him, they would
give him some sort of a trial.
He would be taken on deck again, and then there was a
chance for escape.
After some time the door was opened and the midshipman entered.
"The captain wishes to see you," he said.
"Very good."
"Are you still determined to rema'n a rebel?"
"I told you that I was not," quietly.
"Well, you know what I mean. Would you rather die
than be a sailor on this ship?"
"Yes!" firmly.
"You don't blame me for my part in this affair?"
"No, you only did your duty, as you saw it. I suppose."
"You are a plucky fellow. I w 'sh you would ioin us."
"Would you desert and join our ranks?" shortly.
"No , of course not."
"And you are fighting in an evil cause, the oppression of
a people determined to be free. How much more should I
hold my allegiance, engaged in a righteous cause?"
"You seem to be sincere, but I have always- - "
"Been shown the wrong side of the case," interrupted
Dick. "I will go w'th you. Lead the way."
"If you attempt to escape--"
"I know the risk."
The middy led Dick along the passage, across the gun
deck, and up to the main deck, and into the captain's cabin.
There was . a large open port, which Dick to·ok in at a
'
glance.
"You are at present engaged in opposit 'on to our gracious
kin g, I believe, Slater," said the captain.
The middy stood alongside him wi th a hand on his arm.
At the door was a file of marines with their muskets
ready.
Beh'nd him was a file of bluejackets.
"I am," said Dick.
"You are in the very flush of young manhood. It would
be a pity for you to die now.".
"It would, indeed, sir."
"There is one chance left open to you."
"What is that, sir?"
"To renounce your allegiance to the American cause and
become a sailor on this ship."
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"Is death the only alternative?" Dick asked firmly.
"It is. What i!; your answer?"
"I shall take my chances!"
With a quick movement of his foot Dick sent the middy
reeling to the deck.
Gathering himself for the effort Dick cleared the port at
a bound.
Out he went with the swiftness and directness of an arrow.
Splash!
In a moment he had struck the water with his hands extended, close together, over his head.
He was on the side on which he had come aboard.
Swimming alongside the vessel he soon reached the boat.
Reaching up he soon loosened the warp and set the boat
adr'ft.
Then he swam away with the warp trailing behind him.
There was an instant uproar on the vessel.
Heads were thrust out of the port, sailors, marines and
middies ran to the rail and looked over, and there was great
confusion.
Drums beat to qua1·ters, the boatswain's pipe rang out
clear and shr"ll, and all was bustle and activity.
A boat was lowered, but by the ti1&e it was in the water
and the men in it, Dick Slater had i!limbed over the gunwhale of his little craft, raised the sail and began speeding
toward the bar.
CHAPTER V.
A HOT CHASE.

Dick was not yet out of danger, even if he had escaped
from the ship.
There were two boats putting after him, and more were
being lowered from other ships nearer the bar.
Signals had been run up that a spy was escaping, and
there was great activity among the ships.
Some of those might train their guns upon him, and there
was need of haste.
Taking off h;s coat, Dick threw it in the bottom of the
boat, being then more comfortable.
The air was not cold and one suffered less from an immersion in salt water than in fresh.
On came the boats, but even with eight oars they could
not gain on Dick with his sail.
As long as the w"nd held he had the advantage.
It was apt to fail at times, and he must be prepared fo1
such a contingency.
If the wind failed him, he had an oar with which he could
scull, and he was an expert at that.
Although living in the interior, Dick had an abundant opportun 'ty to school himself in the management of all sorts
•
of water craft.
He had no fear of the outcome in this instance, therefore, but he nevertheless took every advantage.
He trimmed his sail so as to catch all the wind there was,
and he fairly skimmed over the water, gaining something
evPry minute.
Turning his head at length, Dick saw a puff of white
smoke shoot out from the side of one of the vessels.
Then there was a tongue of fire and in a moment he heard
a loud report.
The instant he saw the puff of smoke he knew that the
shot would go nowhere near him.
He kept on, therefore, as he had been going.
The shot struck the water and threw up a perfect foun·
tain to one side of him.
Later, he saw another puff.
This shot would hit him if he kept on in the same direction.
Short as was the time, he quickly altered hi s course, fairly
·
flying over the water.
The shot struck where he would have been if he had kept
on . and proved the correctness of his judgment.
There were no more shots fired, but in a short t ime the
wind began to fail.
Picking up his oar, Dick began sculling dexterously, the
effort being shown by his inc1·eased speed.
Then the wind fell still more, and his sail flapped, and at
last hung limp from the mast.
Quickly taking it in, he sculled st eadilv and rapidly, and
the boats, which had began to gain, fell off.
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Then he saw two boats coming toward him from the other
The girls greatly enjoyed it, but when Alice had heard
direction.
•
Dick's adventure she said:
The men in them shouted to the bluejacke ts to come on.
"I trust that you won't run such a risk every time you go
"We'll ketch ther rebel fur yer !" they shouted.
fishing."
Dick soon recognize d Bill Funk in one of the boats.
"If I did I would not enjoy the fish, thinking of it," added
"That 's a persistent fellow," he said to himself, "but I am
Edith.
not afraid of him."
"It isn't necessary to have an adventure like that every
On came the boats and presently they separated so as to
day," laughed Bob.
come up on both sides.
"I don't think Dick would mind it so lonir as he came out
The ship's boats kept on st eadily, hoping that the others
would capture or at least detain Dick until they could come of it all right," declared Mark. "Think he rather enjoys
them in fact.''
up.
"I wonder what Bill Funk would think of such an arAs the boats closed in on him, one on each side, Dick sudraniremen t?" said Jack dryly.
denly went forward, sculling oar in hand.
"He'll be a regular fish if he keeps up," observed Ben.
Swinging it about his head, he struck Bill Funk in the
"He's one now, a fiat fish ," added Harry Thurber.
ribs and knocked him overboard .
Dick and Bob went back with the ir;rls in the afternoon
"Take another bath, Bill," he said.
Then he dropped his oar, took a long stroke and shot and on their way back to oamp met Bill Funk.
He said nothing, but the black looks he gave them showed
ahead.
The other boat tried to close in on him. but he wielded his that he meant mischief.
oar so vigorously , now in the air and now in the water, that
several of the oarsmen had sore heads, and the boat weht
on.
Presently the wind came up again, and Dick took adCHAPTE R VI.
vantage of it, gaining rapidly on all his pursuers.
The enemy's boats shortly gave up the chase, and the
Tories, having to pick up Bill Funk and an oar that they
SURPRISIN G THE TORIES.
had lost, realized that they were out of the race.
I
By the time that Die~ reached the landing · place his
In the morning Dick went down the river in his boat to
clothes were nearly dry.
Stringing his fish, he tied the boat under the same bushes see what progress the enemy had made.
He made good speed down the river, but had not irone far
in a little cove and went on to the camp.
Alice and their friends had come to pay them a visit, and before he noticed a sailboat followinir him.
There were three persons in it, and Dick recoirnized one
Dick said to Patsy:
of them, even at that distance, as Bill Funk.
"You had better get up a good dinner, Patsy."
"He is up to more mischief," was Dick's thought. "If his
"Sure Oi will, Captain, as foine as iver yez ate.1'
were equal to his activity, he would do wonders.' '
"I think we'll have fish, Patsy. They are very good now- brain
Keeping on till within easy distance of the ships he saw
adays."
that they had advanced and that they were evidently mak"Yis, so they are, but phwat toime is there to go an' catch ing i·eady to cross the bar.
thim now," and Patsy's jaw fell.
"There will be plenty of activity once they get up the
·
"Go look in my tent," said Dick, with a laugh,
river,'' he thought. "We
likely to be atacked on all
"'That do be a quare fish pond," said Patsy, but he went sides, and we must do ourare
best."
and looked.
There were many boats around the ships, some of
"Sure Oi moight have knowed yez wor jokin' me," he rowed by negroes, who offered various articles for salethem
and
laughed, when he came out with the fish. "Thim is foine talked most vociferous ly.
wans. Sure Oi didn't know yez had been fishin' the day."
"All of these blacks are not to be trusted," said Dick to
"Yes, and I sold some to the enemy. Here's a bit of sil- himself.
~
ver to cook with them, to keep off poison."
Some had Tory masters and some belonired to patriots,
"An' is it British silver yez want to cook wid American and naturally partook of the politics
of their owners.
:fish?" with a laugh. "Sure it'll shpoil them entoirely. ''
Some did not, however, or they thought whicheve r way
"Oh, I guess not."
promised to brinir them in anythinir.
"Whisper ," said Patsy, holding one of the coins in his
"Some of these supposed patriotic neirroes would serve as
hand.
guides for the British for a few shillings, and it will be well
"Well?"
.
to watch them.''
"Oi think Oi'll do it. bi'd loike to get King George in hot
As Dick was about to turn and iro up the river he saw
water, be the same token.''
that the sailboat containing Bill Funk was cominir on with"It won't be the last time, either," said Dick.
out regard to the riirht of way of the smaller boats.
Carl came along while Patsy was cleaning the fish.
A rowboat containin g two girls and a boy was now in dan"Was dose fishes alive alretty?" he asked. "Dey don'd ger of being run down by Bill.
was goot been, off dey was deadt."
"Go off!" shouted Dick. "You'll i·un those girls down."
"Sure Oi dunno. Pit yer finger in their mouths and see.''
"Let 'em iret out er ther way, then," Bill shouted back.
Without a thought, Carl did as he was bid.
"They're rebels, ennyhow, an' I don't keer ef I do run inter
One fish had been in water most of the time and had a 'em."
good deal of life still left in him.
Bill was on the wrong tack, but, as he said, he did not
He was quiet, but when Carl thrust a fat finger in his care.
mouth, he bit it.
Dick immediat ely swung about and, taking the proper
"Ach, mein gollies, dot fishes was bited me," cried Carl, tack, went up the river.
pulling his finger away.
He passed the rowboat and then Bill Funk saw that there
"He's aloive thin an' yez needn't be afeerd av um."
must be a collision if he kept on.
"But toldt me, Batsy ?"
Anxious as he was to do an injury to Dick or to any other
"Yis."
"rebel," he had no desire to be capsized and thrown into the
"Was you letted all dose fishes bited you lige dot?"
water.
"Troth Oi don't. Oi have ither ways av foindin' out."
One of the men hastily put the boat on the proper tack
"You don'd was toldt me dot."
just in time to prevent an accident.
"No, sor, there wudn't be so much fun av Oi did," roared
"Never yer mind, yer rebel," shouted Bill, "I'll fix yer bePatsy.
fore yer know et."
"N efer you mind. I catch me ein crab and letted him bite' "Come and see us
at our camp, Bill," laughed Dick, takyour big toe for dot."
ing in his sail and waiting for the boat containin g the girls
"Run away wid yez, Dootchy, onless yez want to shtay an' .and the boy to come
up.
help me. Sure it's busy Oi am."
He had already recognize d the party as Susie Warner and
"All righd, I was run away. What you wanted me to her brother
and sister, Alice's friends.
doed?"
"We are greatly obliged to you," said Susie as they came
There was plenty of work and the dinner showed it.
up.
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"Oh, I am just looking back so that I will know the way,"
Dick answered carelessly.
·
"Hahl yer won't git back!" with a snarl. "We're ergoin'
IN THE SWAMP.
ter keep yer till ther British come an' turn yer over ter
them."
"We don't have ter do thet," said another. "We kin take
"Bill Funk wanted to upset us," said the boy, "and we
could not have helped ourselves."
yer down ther river ter-night, an' turn yer over an' git ther
"I saw that he did," said Dick, "and I determined to give reward."
him a lesson."
Dick said nothing but he made up his mind to get away
"We are going back into the country to-morrow," said as soon as he was left to himself.
Susie, "aRd Alice and Edith are go;ng with us."
At length the men struck a path leading into the swa.ni'll.
"I think it will be· ·just as well," answered Dick, "and I
In a few moments they were in a maze, seeing nothing
wish we could have found a vessel going north before now." of the path in front nor behind for more than a few feet.
"Yes, but if the British do attack the city, don't you think
For all the turns they made, Dick knew the general directhat General Howe will be able to defend it?"
ti on they took.
"Perhaps, but the enemy may send a land force as well,
There were dense thickets on each side, thick brakes, and
and attack us on all sides."
here and there sluggish streams or a bit of open glade for
"But the city is well defended, is it not?"
a few yards, but generally they could see the path ahead
• "Not as well as we could wish, and then it is always well of them for a few f eet only.
to be prepared for the worst."
D' k
"Y~s, I sup~ose
·
· bu t even i'f th e enemy d oes a tt ack he had
ic was
confident that he could make his way
i't is,
his freedom.
· out, once
the city, we will be far enough away to be safe."
At 1 f th
t
d t
l'ttl l
b' ·
"I hope so " was Dick's reply "but I wish the girls could ·
· en.g n
ey s oppe a a i e og ca m m an open
·'
space,
' b ef ore. ,,
h ave got away
. with woods all around.
·
.
.
The boat being large enough to hold the whole party, Dick
Dick was taken up a s~ort ladder to a loft m the cabm
and left there, the trap bemg then closed and barred.
took them in with him and towed the rowboat.
They went up the river as far as the country house where
'.ryiei;e was no furniture in the loft,. and only one window.
the ·wamers were going to stop, and Dick put them ashore,
Dicks .arms were firmly b~und with th~ strap, and he
leaving their boat on the bank.
doubted if he could get them m front of him.
Then Dick set out upon his return down the river.
He resolved to try, at any rate.
He. not;ced Bill Funk's boat in the distance, but did not
His captor~ had. not .disarmed him , but had simply bound
his arms behmd him with a sto,ut strap.
give it a second thought.
The next t ime he chanced to look he did not see it, and
Once he could .get them in front of him, .he felt that he
presumed that it had 1·tm into one of the Jllany coves along could loosen the strap.
the river.
.
.
He was extr~mely supple and had often with his hands
He \Vas well down toward the city, when runmng close to bound together behind him brought his arms in front of him.
the bank on account of the current, he saw a boy run out
The strap was about his arms, however, and there might
from behind a clump of bushes.
not be room for him to draw them over his legs.
In a moment a man pursued him, caught him by the colHe sat on the floor and made the attempt.
lar and began to beat him w:th a strap.
He tugged and strained and tighten ed the knots of the
''I'll learn ye, consarn ye fur er little rebel," he ciied, while strap, but could not get his hands low enough to slip his
the boy howled lustily.
/ arms over his legs.
Dick quickly ran up to the bank, lowered his sail and
Tugging still more, but at the risk of tigh~ening the knots,
sprang out.
·
he finally slipped through with a squeeze, and brought his
"Stop that, you brute!" he cried, seizing the man's arm. arms in front of him.
"Aren't you :7.shamed to beat a boy like that?"
Raising his arms, he attacked the knots with his teeth.
In a moment Bill Funk and two men sprang out of the
These were firm and sharp, but the task was a difficult one
bushes and D:ck was seized.
nevertheless.
The boy to whose assistance Dick had gone now began to
He loosened the knots somewhat, thus lessening the pres~
laugh and, unbuttoning his ·c oat, let an extra shirt fall from sure upon his veins.
his shoulders to the ground,
There was a big jack-knife in his breeches pocket. and
"Ha! We fooled ther rebel fust rate, didn't we?" he said. now he reached down and got it out, working it uµ with his
"That didn't hurt me none."
fingers till it fell on the floor.
Th ;s he opened with his t eeth.
"We got yer now, ye1; rebel," snarled Bill Funk, "an' we're
enroin' ter keep yer this time."
Holding· it in his mouth, he bent his head and sawed at
The two men held Dick firmly, while the third bound his the strap with the blade.
This was sharp, and little by little he cut through the strap
arms behind him with the strap with which he had been pret ending to beat the boy.
and released himself.
His fingers tinged as the blood coursed through them, and
"You little liar," said Dick, "some day you may need help
and won't be able to get it."
he waited till the c:rculation was pretty fully restored.
"Ha! I ain't arfeard, yer rebel," cried the boy, with an
He could hear the men talking below now, although thev
insulting gesture. "Yer cain't do nothin' fm· we're ergoiu' had not been there at first.
ter--"
·'He cain't git erway, I tell yer," said the man who had
"Shut up, you, Phil Funk," said Bill, and Dick saw that found Dick. .
"But it's er safe thing ter have 'em if h e docs, ain't it?"
· there was. a resemblance between the two, that they were
br?,thers; m fact.
.
.
.
"Wa,al, I s'pose et is."
·
Shan t sh~: up, Bill Funk. I got er right te1 talk, same
"He cain't git erway then, I bet. They'd t ear him ter
as . yew have.
pieces "
"Shut up, both of you," growled one of the men. "Haul
"H ·
't
f h k
,
t '
"
thet there boat up onter ther bank, so's et won't git erwav."
e won t ry, e e now~ ;ve ve go em.
Bill and the smaller boy hauled up the boat, and then the
"Er ,;ourse he don'.t. Et am t no fun ter tackle er bloodthree men took Dick through the bushes toward a swamp at hound.
some little distance.
Dick was startled for an instant onl:v.
.
"We've been erlookin' fur yer," said one. "an' yer come . T~e men had bloodhounds, then, to keep hlm from escapour way most accommodating. We couldn't ha' fixed it bet- mg·
,
ter ourselves."
"It's a lucky thing they did not disarm me," he said.
Through bushes and among groves of dwal'f trees the men "They're like Bill,, Funk. They forget the very things they
took Dick being hidden all the way from the river and the should remember.
road.
'
.
Had the men been more careful Dick would have had
Dick looked back once or twice, and at length one of the neither knife nor pistols, but now he had both.
men growled:
"It's a good thing they told me," he said to himself, "for
"What yer lookin' back fur? They ain't no one ercomin' now I am prepare<i.".
.
.
an' they ain't no one see yer."
Then he began to cbmb up to the little window.
CHAPTER VII.

I.
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CHAPTER VIII.
PURSUED BY BLOODHOUNDS.

The window in the loft was small but not too small for
Dick to pass through.
It was not ten feet from the ground, and he would have a
slight drop only upon soft earth.
It was at the back of the cabin, and the men were at the
front, s;tting on the doorstep.
This much Dick could see through a crack in the floor.
Reaching the window, Dick caught the top of the frame
and drew his feet up to the sill.
Then he let himself out,. turning as he did so as to face
inside.
Releasing one hand at a time, he brought both to the
sill level.
Then he lowered himself till he hung by his hands.
He dropped and struck the soft ground with little noise,
but with enough, withal, to alarm the men.
"What's that?"
"Sounds like ez suthin' dropped."
"Great snakes! he couldn't ha' got out, could he?"
" 'Pears like he did. Run eround and see."
One man went up the ladder and another around to the
rear of the cab'n.
"Jerushy! here's tracks all right!"
"He has done got out, ez sure ez preachin'!"
"I want to know!"
"Let loose them dogs!"
"But, my sakes, they'll tear him ter pieces."
"No they won't, they'll tree him, and then we'll ketch him."
"Yaas, but they will."
"Tell yer they won't! Let 'em loose!"
Another man did it, setting the hounds on 'the trail.
Dick heard the deep baying of the terrible creatures, as
he flew along the path, wh"ch he had reached.
He had a lead, but the dogs were fleet of foot, and would
soon overtake him once they got on the scent.
"I hate to kill a dog," he muttered, "but these are like
wild beasts, and it is for my own Protection."
Hurrying on, he reached a brook.
A glance showed him that it was safe and not a quicksand.
He sprang in, the water being half-way to his knees, and
hurried on.
There was a hard bottom, and he left no footprints, while
the water obliterated the scent.
He left the brook, and knowing his directions and al"o
knowing where it was safe and where not to tread in the
swamp, took a shortcut and i:rot onto the Path again.
He heard the baying- of the dol!'s once more, and knew
from the sound that they were puzzled.
"It will take them a little wh'le to pick un the scent
again," he said, "and every moment is precious."
He fl ew iilnng the path, but in a short time heard the dogs
barking again.
They had picked up the scent, and were once more on his
trail.
Hurrying on he came in sight of the river.
And then, dinting a swift glance over hi s shoulder, he saw
the dogs coming.
I
Their eves were bloodshot and froth dripped from their
.faws as they came on.
Dick ran on till within a do9en yards of the river.
The dogs were hardly that much behind h'm. ·
He turned. orew two pistols, and, as the dogs dashed at
him, discharged both.
It was like one report, the pistols being discharged simultaneously.
Had a thunrlerbolt struck the two brutes it could not have
been more effective.
They fell dead in their tracks, blood gushing from their
mouths as they rolled over.
Dick walked on, found his boat still tied up at the bank,
~ot in and loosened the warp.
Shoving out, he began to hoist the sail.
It was up. and he was sailing out upon the river when the
men and BJ! Funk came dashing along, out of breath.
"By gum, there he is now!"
·
"Waal, I'm blowed!"
"Shoot ther rebel!"
'"Yaas, don't let him get erway!"

"But where's ther dogs?"
"Waal! ef thet ain't er shame! Them dogs was wurth ten
pounds erpiece!"
The men came running down to the bank, and one of them
called out:
"Hold on, there, yer blame rebel, or we'll shoot, ez sure ez
preachin'!"
"I'll do some first," said Dick. "A man that would set a
savage dog upon a fellow creature is worse than a brute!"
Then he promptly leveled two big pistols at the Tories,
who promptly fell upon their faces.
They dif.I not look up until Dick was well out on the i·iver
gliding downstream.
They were safe from his shot s, but he was also out of
range, and they could do nothing.
"They won't be in a hurry to loose ·bloodhounds on any
one after this," Dick muttered. "Bloodhounds are not
bought for a song.''
Keeping on past the town he at length reached the place
where he took 'the path for the camp.
"You have been somewhere. Dick.'' !:'aid Bob. "Your shoes
are wet, your hose are muddy, and your coat is stained.'' .
"I am hardly fit to go on dress parade, Bob," with a laugh.
·~B een 'n the brig of one of the enemy's ships?"
"Not this time."
Mark and some of the boys came up.
"Been a prisoner in the house in the alley, Dick?" asked
Mark. ·
"No, not this time."
"He bas not been in the city," said Jack. "He has Been
tearing through swamps, brush and brier, and in all sorts of
rough places.''
"Jack bas h •t it," said Dick, quietly. "I have been in just
such places as he describes.''
"Not for the fun of it. I'll go bail," said Mark.
"No, it was not," dryly.
"You've had an adventunre, Dick," said Bob, "and the
boys won't be satisfied till vou ten · it.''
"That's just it," laughed Mark.
Dick related his adventures, the boys being a s indignant
as he was at the Tories setting the dogs upon him.
"A man that will do that doesn't deserve the least consideration!" sputtered Bob. "I would have shot them as
well as the bloodhounds."
"So would I," declared many of the boys, "and serve them
right, too."
"No, you wouldn't, boys," said Dick quietly, "because you
would not lower yourselves to the level of brutes. None of
you would have shot at the men unless in self-defense."
"Well, maybe we wouldn't.'' sai d Bob, "but it would be
more than the scoundrels deserved, if we did.''
The Warners left town that afternoon instead of waiting
until the next day.
Alice and Ed'th went with them , ana Susie sent her
brother in to ask Dick and Bob to go out there.
Word came early in the eve:riing that the ships had crossed
the bar and were proceeding up the river.
"They will land troops as soon as possible,'' said Dick.
"And Brewton's Hill is not fortified to any extent.'' declared Bob.
"We must move our camp, Bob. The enemy will no doubt
come over the causeway, and we must be there to dispute
the passage.''
"It is one of the places at any rate. Dick.''
"It is the nearest to our camp and we will station ourselves there."
,
The boys rode off to see the girls and tell them what they
had learned, but did not intend to stay any length of time.
Thev all ag-reed that it was well the Warners had left
town when they had.
"There will be exciting times," said Dick, "and no one
can tell the outcome."
"We can onlv hope for the best.'' said Alice. "knowingthat you and all good patriots will do your utmost."
"Oh, this terrible war!" said Edith. "I wish it were over."
"It never will be until we have gained our independence.''
declared Dick. ·
"And the last invade!' has left our shores.'' added Bob.
The boys returned to the camp at an .early hour and the
work of removing it was at once begun.
There was an approach to the town over a causeway across
the swamps, and near there the Liberty Boys stationed
themselves.
It was likely that the enemy would see to cross the cause-
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way, and it was therefore a wise precaution to station the
boys there.
In the early morning the enemy began landing troops.
Dick :reconnoitering alongshore discovered this.
He at once communicated the news to the boys, and said:
"Now then, boys, we must do our best."
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but now Dick and the flower of his troop found themselves
in great peril.
Elbert and h"s troops found the causeway closed, and at·
\tempted to escape by the rice fields.
It was high water in the creek, however, and only those
who could swim escaped.
I
Many were drowned or taken prisoners, and those who
escaped lost their accouterments.
Dick, Bob, Mark and two score of his brave fellows made
a plucky stand, and seeing that they could not escape, resolved to fight as long as they could.
CHAPTER IX.
They made a stand in the woods near the swamp.
An old log cabin afforded them protection for a time, and
A HARD BLOW TO BEAT.
from it they pour~d a terrible fire upon the enemy,
There was no retreat and so they fought bravely, dete:rSavannah was situated on a high bluff and could be apmined to hold out as long as possible.
p:roached on three sides.
The causeway was closed, the :rice fields were impassable,
From the high ground by Brewton's Hill on the east a
road crossed a morass upon a causeway, having rice fields and all they could hope for was to keep the enemy off in the
on the north to the :river and a wooded swamp, several miles hope of still finding a means of escape.
From all points, however, came the enemy, and the little
in extent, to the south of it.
From the south it was approached by two :roads, uniting band of brave fellows found themselves surrounded.
Still they fought on r esolutely, until Dick saw that there
near it, and from the west by a i·oad and causeway over
the deep swamps of Musg:rove's Creek, where there were was no longer any hope and that they must yield to sheer
force of numbers.
also :rice fields from the causeway to the :river.
Attacked on all sides, many .of their number badly
The Liberty Boys hastened to the landing at the causeway, and when the enemy began to cross, opened fire upon wounded and some dead, Dick Slater and his brave comrades were forced to give up the fight.
them.
"Never mind," muttered Dick, doggedly, "it's always the
The Royal Scots regiment was the first to attempt the
darkest just before the day."
passage.
The captured Liberty Boys were disarmed and placed in
The brave lads met them resolutely and for some time
the log cabin under guard.
held them in check.
Dick, Bob and Mark were shown a certain amount of conAt last, however, the enemy came on in such numbers
that the plucky fellows were obliged to fall back to the side:ration and were allowed to occupy a shack which they
put up themselves.
woods.
The others were put in the log cabin, all being under a
Howe had received a proposition from Colonel Elbert to
defend Brewton's Hill, but :rejected it, believing that Camp- strong guard.
"Will you allow me to look after the wounded and bury
bell would march immediately toward the town.
He placed his center at the head of the 1causeway, his left, our poor fellows who were killed?" asked Dick of the officer
•
under Colonel Elbert, fronting the rice fields, and his right, in charge.
commanded by Colonel Huger, covering the morass in front- "I suppose so," he returned. "You boys made a gallant
and flanked by the wooded swamp, where were a detachment fight and it is a pity you are rebels. You would be a credit
to our army."
of Georgia mirtia and the Liberty Boys.
"Th 's is no time for argument," was Dick's reply. "We
He then detached Captain Smith, of South Carolina, to
are fighting for one of the most sacred causes for which man
occupy and defend B:rewton's Hill.
Smith's force proved inadequate, however, for the British ever fought, and we know that we ·are right and that we
must prevail."
took possession of the hill shortly after landing.
"Well, vou seem to be thoroughly in earnest, at any rate."
Howe then perceived the super'ority of the British force
and called a council of wa1· to consider the advisability of with a shrug, and permission was given to do what Dick
asked.
abandoning the town.
The wounded were attended to and made comfortable.
It was then too late, however, as the enemy were already
and then the dead were accorded the last solemn rites by
forming for attack.
It was resolved to fight, therefore, and then to retreat if their mourning comrades.
D"ck Slater himself helped to dig the g-raves, for he had
'
·
necessary.
Campbell, after forminiz: his a1·my on Brewton's Hill, ad- protected the boys while liviniz: and would not forget them
vanced and took a position within eight hundred yards of when dead.
Standing by the open graves with uncovered head in the
the American front.
He then maneuvered in such a manner as to lead to the gathering twilil!ht, Dick spoke feelingly of the brave fellows
who had given up their lives for their country, and offered
belief that he was about to attack the center and left.
This was simply a diversion to cover the movement of a a prayer.
Then the bodies were lowered i"Qto the graves, which were
large force of infantry and New York volunteers who. under
'
the guidance of an old negro, gained the rear of the Amer- filled, and the boys returned sadly to their quarters.
"You three boys are officers, are you not?" asked the
,
icans.
In a short t ime the patriots were being attacked on all British captain, addressing Dick.
"Yes."
sides.
"If you will give us your paroles you will be allowed to go
Kalton, commanding the rear, was wounded and taken
free."
prisoner with a ia:rge part of his command.
"I can answer for all of us, that we will do nothing of the
Campbell, moving forward, attacked the Americans in
.
sort."
front and soon broke their line.
"And vou boys may secure freedom by enlisting as BritRetreat was now the only alternative, and the patriots
now made a dash for. the causeway across Musgrove's ish soldiers."
"There is not one who will do so. I know them too well."
·
swamp.
"You might think it over." 'n a kindly tone. "We won't
Colonel Roberts, obedient to earlier orders, hastened with
insist upon an answer to-night."
his artillery to cover the retreat.
"My answer now, to-morrow, and for all time, will be
The enemy was already there in great numbers to dispute
the same. I will never :rPnounrP mv allegiance to my counthe passage.
Dick dismounted the Liberty Boys and sent a party ahead i try nor will any of the Libe1·ty Boys, I a m sure."
"Let me wa1:n you that if any one of you attempt to eswith the horses, while with the :rest he defended the causecape he w'll be shot."
way and aided the patriots to escape.
"We all underst and the risk we run." quietly.
The center ga'ned the causeway and got over without loss.
It was soon dark and fires were lighted in front of the
The :riiz:ht :retreated in good order, but were subjected to
cahin and on the edge of the wood.
an enfilading fire which greatly reducerl their numbers.
There were other prison camns at a little distance, but
Dick Slater and his gallant boys fought manfully, but soon
these would not be maintained. of course.
realized that the passage was closed to them.
There would probably be a change made in the morninir.
The horses and many of the boys had gone over in safety,
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the log house, and the shack very distinctly , and even see
the sentries walking up and down.
They dismounte d in the woods, and Jack said:
"We must find whether our boys are there or not before
we do anything. Harry, you and Ben go ahead and reconnoiter."
Both the Harrys and Ben Spurlock stole aheau cautiously ,
nearing the camp at different points.
Ben, stealing up with great caution as near to the edge of
the camp as possible, presently saw two boys come out of
the log cabin.
They wore the Continent al uniform, and he recognize d
them in an instant.
They were two of the Liberty Boys.
Ben at once signaled to them, imitating the hoot of an
owl.
The boys started anll hurried back to the cabin.
Then the croaking 1.of a frog was heard from the direction Of the little shack.
In a moment Ben saw Dick come out and walk carelessly
the fire.
to
CHAPTE R X.
Then the hooting of the owl was heard again.
"Confoun d you for a bird of ill omen," snarled an officer
SCHEMING AND WORKING.
near Dick. "I'd like to · shoot you."
"The owl is a bird of wisdom," said Dick, "and one can
While many of the bravest of the Liberty Boys were prislearn much from it."
oners, there were many equally brave who were not.
"All the same, I dislike to hear their hooting. I always
Ben Spurlock, Jack Warren, the two Harrys, Sam Sanderfear that something is going to happen."
son, Patsy and Carl were free.
"Perhaps there will," was Dick's thou ght as he stood beThey had escaped to a place of safety miles distant and
fore the fire in plain sight.
,_,,
were now in camp.
Ben saw him, although at a little distance, and recogni zed
At the same t ime that Dick Slater and his two lieutenants were discussing the situation, these brave fellows were him instantly.
Harry Thurber, creeping nearer the log cabin than Ben
sitting' in earnest council.
of a pig.
"There is only one thing about it," said Jack, "Dick and had, imitated the grunt
One of the boys stuck his head out of a window in the rear
the boys must be liberated. "
of the log cabin and repeated the sound.
"No one questions that, Jack,'' said Ben. decidedly.
"I suppose you wouldn't mind having a slice of that fel"What to decide upon is how to do it," Jack continued .
low?" said a sentry not far distant.
"We muit first find out where they are,'' suggested Sam.
"I'd like to go after him," said the boy in the window.
"Harry and I will be in the party that goes to look for
like to go after him myself," the sentry answered.
"I'd
Thurber.
Harry
offered
them,"
don't you?, They won't see you from the camp.
"Why
two
the
for
smiled,
have
would
boys
the
time
At another
hides you. "
cabin
The
le.
inseparab
be
to
known
were
Harrys
be missed."
might
"I
said
me,"
carry
wud
ler
Cookyspil
av
elf
mes
"Oi'd go
"You certainly would be if one or two of the Liberty Boys
Patsy, "f or I have hurted me feet an' can't walk."
got hold of vou," was the boy's thought.
"I will took you all ri ght," answered Carl, soberly.
He then imitated the ch;roing of a cricket, a sound that
It's
sound.
are
that
go
thim
let
bye,
"Niver moind, me
be heard to some distance.
would
koind av yez all the same."
This was repeated from two points at the edg-e of the
"All of us who can go will do so." added Jack. "Who are
woods.
hurt? Ben, Sam, Harry, Arthur, Carl?"
"The boys are looking for us," he said in a low tone.
"All right,'' answered the boys in turn, as their nam~s
know where we are now, and I shouldn't wonder if
"They
were called.
·
try and do something for us."
would
they
"Will Freeman."
and Dick
myself,
signals
heard
"I
another,
said
"Yes,"
"I'm sorry, Jack, I would if I could."
answered them."
"Paul Benson."
"Jack and Ben and the two Harrys and the rest are at
"Well, I'll try, Jack,'' bravely.
work."
JenWalter
sound.
"No. not unless you are perfectly
"Just as you might expect. We would do the same for
ninp.:s ?"
them."
"Yes, I'm all r'ght."
"Signal them again, Gerald, and see how many there are."
"Ezra Barbour? "
Gerald signaled in a code in use among the boys and
"In good shape, old ma.n."
presently said :
"Jim Turner?"
"There are twenty of them out there, Jack, Ben, and a lot
"I was hopin' yer wouldn't ax me," drawled one of the
of brave fellows. They are going to try and get to the
boYR. "so's I could sl'i.p in without bein' noticed."
us out."
"Good fellow, Jim, but you had better wait. You will be cabin and get some sofundertakin
g-."
"It is a dangerou
all right. later. Tom Hunter, Ben Brand, Frank Belden?"
"So it is, but they don't think of that."
"All ri P-ht," answered all three of the boys.
"And another thing, no one suspects that they are out
"I can't take too many,'' said Jack, "as we won't want to
we are making mean nothing to the reddraw attention to ourselves and yet there must be enough there. The sounds
coats."
to be effect :ve."
For a time the signals ceased.
There were twenty of the boys, all were mounted and led
three boys had returned to Jack to report what they
The
mare.
bay
his
on
Warren
,Tack
by
learned.
had
by
occupied
now
was
which
town,
the
avoid
to
had
T'hev
"There's an old drain leading from the log cabin," said
the British, and this caused them to make a wide detour.
Thurber. "It is partly filled with leaves and brush,
Hany
and
halted
Jack
fires,
the
of
light
the
seeing
length,
At
a fellow could get through."
think
I
but
said:
to the cabin?"
straight
leads
"It
be
must
We
boys.
enemy,
the
of
party
a
be
"That must
"Yes, and under it."
cautious."
"Good. That will be one way of getting some of the felThey went on for a little while till at length Ben said:
out, if not all of them."
lows
should
Why
think.
I
camp,
of
sort
a
"They have formed
"I saw Dick," sa;d Ben. "He and Bob and Mark are in
·
they do that?"
s."
"I don't know, unless to guard the prisoners. Perhaps a shack by themselve
"Is it easy to get at?"
our boys are there."
"No, it is on a little knoll at some distance from the
"That's what we want to find out, then."
and not so easily approache d."
cabin,
and
camp
the
see
could
they
They rode on still farther till

The privates who would enlist would be freed, while those .,
who would not would be sent to the prison ships.
The officers would be given their paroles or sent to the
ships, as the case mild1t be.
Dick, Bob and Ma rk sat in frollt of their shack conversin g
in low tones.
"This is a hard blow, boys," said Dick, "but we must bear
up under it."
"I am thi11kin.~: of a brave fellow who is not with us," said
there is any chance to get us out ?"
"There are many such," replied Dick, "and I am positive
that they will do all they .can in our behalf."
"I can name a dozen," said Mark.
"Yes, and a score," added Bob.
"There is hope, I kn ow," said Dick, "and I have never lost
it. So let us keep up our courage."
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"We ought to get Dick out first, but we may have to rescue the others first."
"Yes, but if we could get Dick first, he would help us with
his advice," said Ben.
"We'll have to do the best we can. We must watch the
place and seize every opportunity that offers."
It was very late, the fires had burned down to a mere
glimmer, and all was quiet.
.
The boys outside had signaled to those within that they
were going );o attempt a rescue and for them to remain
awake.
Not all of them did, but these would arouse the others in
due t ime.
The sentries were duly watchful, but they could have no
i;uspicion that some of the Liberty Boys were looking about
ready to rescue their comrades.
Such an attempt would have seemed the height of folly
to them. for they did not know the daring spirit of the
plucky fellows.
Harry Thurber pointed out the drain to Jack Warren, and
the latter crept into it.
Advancing cautiously, and occasionally clearing away the
stuff that had fallen into it, Jack made o-ood progress.
The two Harrys kept watch at the end of the drain while
Ben, Sam and Walter remained on guard near the sentry's
beat to give warning of his too near approach.
They were also to capture him if they could, as every
sentry the less would aid them the more.
Now and then Jack heard suspicious sounds and paused
in his work.
Then the boys signaled to him that all was safe, and he
went on.
The drain led right under the log cabin near the window
from which Gerald had signaled.
Three or four of the boys were sitting on the floor, alert
but silent, when there came the chirping of a cricket just
under them.
"There they are," whispered Gerald.
Then there came a tapping on the floor where they sat.
They raised two or three boards carefully, and Jack Warren's head was thrust through the openinl? thus made.

CHAPTER XI.
A GOOD NIGHT'S WORK.
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"Hallo, Thompson, what's wrong?" he called. "Why don't
you answer?"
The three boys, who had just deposed one sentry, stole
silently upon another.
Then, unfortunately, Ben Spurlock trod upon a dry twig
in the dark and it snapped.
The boys leaped forward, but the sentry sprang back and
discharged his musket.
At once the camp was in an uproar.
Fires blazed up, drums beat, and men came hurrying in all
directions.
A dozen boys in Continental uniforms were seen running
away as the fires blazed up.
Shots were fired, and now torches were lighted, sentries
called to one another, and the guard entered the log cabin.
The boards were in place, but there were not as many
boys by twenty as there had been earlier in the evening,
"Where are the rest of you young rebels?" asked the officer of the guard.
"Hallo! here's where they got out!" cried some one outside. "There's a drain leading right under the cabin."
The officer sounded the boards with his foot.
/
He presently discovered the loose ones.
"H'm!" he muttered. "That should have been attended to
before."
·
Then a guard was stationed just outside the cabin, and a
carpenter was sent for to nail down the boards.
"That's locking the stable door after the horse has been
stolen," laughed one of the boys.
"At any rate, half of our fellows have got away," said
another, "and that's something."
The plucky fellows who had planned the rescue and those
who had escaped, hurried away when the alarm was given
and none of them were retaken.
"Only for an unfortunate snapping of a twig we would
have got all the boys out," said Ben, as they rode off, every
horse carrying double.
"Perhaps not," . said Jack. "The sentry was missed, and
the officer of the guard would have been called in a moment."
"Still, we did not do so badly," said Sam.
"We all got away, and none of you fellows was hurt."
added Gerald, "but, my word! how the bullets did fly!"
"Do you think it would be safe to try again to-night.
Jack," asked Ben.
"It might."
"They won't be there to-morrow, you know?"
"No, I suppose not."
After all was quiet again in the cabin one of the b,oys
said:
"There's that window. It's quite big enough for a fellow
to get out of."
"There's a sentry on the other side, isn't there?"
"Yes, but he does not stick in one spot. · He's on themarch up and down."
"I know, but he would hear you drop."
"I have a better plan than that," whispered another of
the boys."
"What is it, Joe?"
"Those were not the only loose boards. The carpenter
never thought to look for any more places."
"Can you pull them up, Joe?"
"Yes, and get under the cabin. There must be p!aces
where we can crawl out."
"It's dang~rous, Joe."
"Yes, but it's death or the pestilent prison ships."
Two or three boards were taken up, and Joe found a
place where, by a little digging, he could work his way
under the cabin.
It was at the darkest hour of the night when Jack and
a dozen of the most daring of the boys were approaching the
camp.

"Come on, fellows," whispered Jack, "one at a time but as
fast as you can. I'll show you the way."
"What's it, Jack, a ditch?"
"An old drain. Harry found it. Wake the other fellows
and come ahead as fast as you can."
Then Jack crept down into the hole under the cabin and
Gerald followed him.
Some awoke the rest of the boy's, and all moved toward
the hole in the floor in regular order.
·
All knew that U1ere was an opportunity of escape, but
none sought an earlier turn than his fellows.
Meanwhile Ben Spurlock and his two companions had
crept closer to the beat of the sentry and awaited their opportunity.
Not a word was spoken and • the boys scarcely dared
breathe.
Presently the sentry's steady tread was heard.
Ben grunted like a pig. 1
"I'd like to stick that fellow," muttered the guard. "I
wonder where he is anyhow?"
The pig grunted again and the guard stepped aside to try
and locate him.
·
At once the two boys arose like specters alongside him.
while a third shot up in front.
In an instant, without the least noise, he was gagged and . Suddenly three ?r four shots rang out sharply and hurhis arms pinioned close to his sides.
n~~ footsteps were heard.
" .
Before he could struggle, he was lifted up, carried into the
There are 1!1~re of .our fellows, sa1~ Jack.
woods, and laid under the trees.
At once gu1dmg signals ~ere h.e1ud, a nd the half-dozen
Bound hand and foot and gagged he was utterly hel -1boys who had escaped knew m which way to run.
.
less.
'
·
P
More shots were fired, but. the boys had changed their
The boys now began coming out at the end of the drain.
co~rse and the?,fullets flew wild.
.
One by one they came out and joined the other boys in the
How many" asked Jack as the boys came runnmg up
wood, all eager to help others.
and were burned away toward the horses.
The two Harrys directed them which way to go, while
"Six."
Jack hurried to communicate with Ben.
"Good! This has been a satisfactory night's work/'
A sentry, hailing his mate, received no answer.
"I am afraid we can't do any more," said Ben.
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Jack and Ben kept ' together, the two Harrys going off
"Let us be glad we have done so well."
by themselves.
"So I am, for it is much more than I expected."
It might be that some of the boys might have been put
The first gray of dawn appeared by the time they reached
in the jail, and the two Harrys went to inquire.
their camp, for they had ridden fast.
Jack and Ben walked to the fort, which had not been
The boys in camp welcomed them gladly, and their spirits
in action during the fight, as it commanded only the water.
were much higher than they had been the night before.
At the entrance to the fort the two boys stopped, and
"There are just that many more of us/' said Jack, "and
we will all work our hardest to get Dick, Bob, Mark and the J ack said in a simple tone:
"Oh, say, ,Tim, here's a fair open. Don't you. want to go
rest free."
•
"We must find out where they are taken," said Ben. "They in?"
"M-m, that'll be fine, Tom . ls that there fellow in the
may be kept at the fort."
"I trust so, for if they are put on the ships our task will red coat a showman ?"
"I shouldn't wonder. Mebbe he shows the trained poodles."
be much more difficult."
"How much is it to go in ?''. asked Ben, approaching the
"If we only had Dick here to advise us we could do so
.
sentry.
·
much better."
"Go in where?" the man demanded in a surly tone. "Are
"To be sure we could, but we must do the best we can."
In the early morning Jack, Ben and half a dozen more you making game of me, you fools?"
"Us? Making fun of you?" with a stare. "Why, no.
set off on their horses to reconnoiter.
They wished first to ascertain if the camp ;, the woods Ain't you a part of the show?"
"This isn't any show. This is a fort. Don't you know
was still there and if not where the prisoners had been
that?"
taken.
"What's a fort like?"
They sighted the log cabin at length, but everything seemed
"Like a fort, of course. There are cannons and soldiers,
singularly quiet around it.
and it's where we put rebels when we catch 'em."
Riding on cautiously, they soon discovered the reason.
"What's rebels?" asked Jack, with a fooli sh look. "AnyThe redcoats had departed, taking their prisoners with
.
thing like rabbits?"
them.
"No you idiot, they ain't, they are folk s who fight agamst
The shack which the three boys had occupied had been
their ~ountry and get caught and put in prison."
made uninhabitable.
"What for?"
"They're gone," said Jack, "and now some of us will have
"For fighting against the king, I tell yer."
to go into town and find out where they have been taken."
"Got any in there now. Will you let us see them? I'd
They were riding on when from a nearby tree came a
like to know what a rebel is like, wouldn't you, Jim ?"
sneering laugh and a cry:
"Yes, I would. You got any in there now?"
"Ha, ha, yer rebels, lookin' fur ther capting, be yer? I
"Yes, we have, fool boys just like you, who didn't know
know, but I won't--"
In an instant half a dozen boys were out of the saddle any better than to fight against the king. Here, go on
about your business."
and flying toward Bill Funk.
The officer of the guard was approaching, and hence the
He realized his peril and tried to escape.
The two Harrys caught him, however, and hauled him up surly attitude of the sentry.
The boys walked away, and Jack said in a whisper:
before Jack.
"The boys must be there, fast enough, Ben ?"
"Where have the redcoats taken Dick Slater and the rest?"
"Yes, I believe they are, and now the next thing to do
·
Jack asked.
"I dunno, I was on'y lyin' when I said that," whined Bill, is to try and get them out."
"Yes, and it's better than if they were on one of those
like a leaf.
trevibling
1
"Take off your belts, horrible ships."
' You are lying now," said Jack.
three or four of you, and strip this fellow to the waist."
"Yes, indeed."
"What yer goin' ter do?" chattered Bill, as his coat was
"Let us go and see Alice and Edith. They will want to
1'\lddenly taken off.
know about Dick and Bob, and perhaps they can suggest
"Make you tell the truth."
something."
"I did tell it," and off came Bill's shirt.
The boys left the town, got their horses, and set out for
"Ow, stop, I ain't er lyin', reely I ain't!" yelled Bill.
When he had got two or three stinging blows, however, the Warner place.
Meanwhile Harry Thurber and his chum had reached the
he said:
"Y:as, I do know where they be, but yer cain't git at jail, which they examined carefully from the outside, taking
in all its features.
'em."
It was a low, rambling two-story building with a high
"Where are they?" asked Jack.
/
"To the fort. · Dick Slater an' ther rest was took there board fence around three sides.
At the cor?ers .there were _sentry box~s for the guards,
this mornin'. T'other fellers was took ter thei· prison ships."
"Very good," said Jack. "We have made you tell the .and. at one side ~here were big gates, with a smaller door
set m one of them.
truth for once in your life."
This door was open, but a guard stood beside it, and the
boys saw other guards in t!J.e yard beyond.
They saw a number of prisoners taking exercise and, in
a party by themselves, a dozen boys in Continental unir
CHAPTER XII.
forms.
They did not stop more than a few moments, but the
LOCATING THE BOYS.
guard said gruffly:
"Pass on, no loitering!"
Bill Funk was not released, although he did not receive
The boys went on without a word, and Harry Thurber said
a.ny further punishment, and was allowed to put on his
·
in a low tone:
shirt and coat.
"You did not see Di.ck?"
"Where yer goin' ter take me?" he asked, when told
"No, nor Bob, only some of the boys."
that he could not go home yet.
"Maybe Dick 'is not there?"
"Where you won't do us any mischief," answered Jack.
"Perhaps not. He is probably at the fort, as Bill Funk
"Don't be afraid, Bill," added Ben, "we are not going
to thrash you any more, although you deserve it fast said."
"Very likely. They would treat him and Bob and Mark
enough."
The boys then returned to the camp, where Bill was put with more consideration."
"A common jail is now place for a prisoner of war," ini
under guard.
J ack and Ben and the two Harrys disguised · themselves dignantly.
"No, but the redcoats don't always think of those things."
as ordinary boys and went into the town.
"We must try and think of some plan to get the boys out."
They did not take their horses, as being likely to attract
"Yes, and I have no doubt that Jack and Ben will have
too much attention, but left them in charge of some of the
some idea."
boys outside

I
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"No, Missy."
"Very true."
"I'll have to try it," said Jack to himself.
They studied the arrangement of the prison with great
care, and at length went away.
"The place does not look very strong for all the show of
ar~ed ~uards and all that," said Harry Judson.
No, it does not, and not all the windows are barred."
CHAPTER XIII.
"No, and with help from the outside the boys could easily
escape."
IN THE FORT.
'"l'he fence could be scaled and once the guards were silenced and the location of the boys' cells known, the rest
Dick, Bob and Mark were prisoners at the fort.
would be an easy matter."
were comfortable and were allowed a certain amount
"Some of us have climbed up on each other's shoulders of They
freedom.
to jail windows before now and secured an entrance."
"".ere _much better off than if they had been on one
."So we have and can do it again, if we knew the right of They
the ships, m . fact.
windows to go to."
Campbell was considerate, while Commodore ParkThe boys finally left the town and went to get their er Colonel
was harsh and cruel.
horses.
The three boys had comfortable quarters and were alThe other boys had told them what Jack and Ben had
to roam at will about the fort, although under surlearned, and were astonished in their turn at what the two lo:ved
veillance.
Harrys told them.
In t~e early afternoon they were walking about the open
"We'll have to get those boys out," they said.
m the fort when they saw a young yellow negro as
"There's no disputing that," returned Harry Thurber. "We space
'the ~ulattoes were called, approaching.
·
can't leave Savannah till we do that."
D!ck gave a nearly perceptible start, and said to his comThen they rode off after Jack and Ben to tell them what panions:
·
·
'
they had discovered.
"Don't show any signs of surprise. There's Jack."
The other boys, being in uniform, and not daring to risk
·
"Where?" asked Bob.
discovery, returned to their secret camp by a back road.
"The yellow boy yonder. He is in disguise and a very
Arrived at the Warner house, Jack and Ben found the
~ood one. I scarcely knew him myself, but he gave me a
girls out on the lawn.
signal."
"There's Jack!" cried Alice. "Now we will have news."
J ack had stained his skin a reddish-brown and his hair
"But why did not brother and Bob come?" asked Edith.
and wore a white cotton shirt, coarse breeches and hose
"I hope that nothing has happened. Has anything happened, black
and rough shoes.
Jack?" as the boys came up.
. He had a basket on his arm, containing fruit, sweets and
"You know that we have had a battle, Miss Edith, and little
odds and ends.
that the city is in the possession of the enemy?"
The_re was a gr~up of redcoats about him, talking and
"Yes, of course, but Dick, ·is he wounded?"
laughing and bargammg for the things in his basket
"Yes, but not badly."
Without appearing to do so, Jack approached the three
"Then I should think he would have come instead
boys, who ·had not changed their position.
of--"
He wore a. torn straw. hat, and his clothes were patched
"He's all right, I don't doubt, my dear," said Alice, who
and torn, which was quite unlike the neat, dashing Jack
was of a stronger nat ure.
knew.
"What is it, Jack ?" asked Edith. "Where is Dick? Where whom they
. He laughed boisterously and showed all his teeth, causis Bob? , Why have they not come?"
the redcoats.
"They couldn't," said Jack. "They are prisoners in the mg gr~at amusement among
Commg finally to the three boys he said:
fort with a dozen more of our boys."
"Mebbe de young ge'men lak ter b'uy suffin-o'anges sweet"Not one of those dreadful ships, then?" asked Alice.
or suffin'. Dem o'anges am sweet as honey. Yo'
meats
"No, that would be terrible indeed."
lak one o' dem ?"
·
"Have you any idea how to get them out, Jack?"
held up a cluster of oranges, with the leaves still on
"Not yet. We have scarcely looked over the ground as theHebranch.
yet. We have simply located them."
about them told Dick that Jack wanted him
"Are visitors allowed in the fort, could we see them do to Something
take that particular cluster.
'
·
you think?"
"How much, boy?" he a sked.
"I do not thin1< so, but we will try to get in and to see
"\)h, I dunno; anyfing yo' lak, er shillin', I reckon."
the boys also."
Dick took some money from his pocket and held out his
"Do so, Jack, and tell them that we will work hard for hand.
'
their release."
An undei; officer looked at the oranges, took them in his
"I know you will, Miss Alice."
After a time the two Harrys arrived and told what hand, exammed them and gave them to Dick.
The lat ter took two oranges from the cluster and gave
·
they had seen.
"vVe may have to get the boys free . first," said Jack them to Bob and Mark. on the ground, but put his foot on
The leaves he threw
'
"and then we'll have all the more boys to work With."
"Very true, and it will be a more difficult task to get Dick, them carelessly.
Jack gave him a q?ick look of i:r;itelligence, took the money
Bob and Mark out of the fort."
and went on, laughmg and talkmg and making the red"We won't rest until we do," answered Jack. "Have you coats laugh.
any suggestions?"
When they had passed Dick looked about him to see that
"Not at present, Jack, but as soon as I think of he was not observed, and then stooped and picked up the
one-''
orange leaves.
At that moment an old negro approached and said:
He picked off one ai:d another carelessly and threw them
"Luncheon am serbed, Miss Susie. Ole Mtssis done ax
down, presently thrust!ng 01:-e quickly into an inner pocket.
yo' to ax de young gemen in."
It was rolled up, as if an msect had secreted himself in it
"Oh, Pompey," said Alice, "you said you had been in the
'
but he knew that such was not the case.
fort?"
Jack had hidden a note in it, which had escaped the eyes
"Yas, Missy, Ah done go dere ter see tings, befo' Ah come
of the redcoats.
heah."
"Jack is a smart boy," Dick said. "There is a note in that
"Other negroes go there, I suppose?"
"Yas, Missy, dere am a putty good trade wif de sogers." leaf."
"And with the British as well as the patriots, too, I
He picked off the other leaves, threw them down carelessly
and began peeling and_ eating an orange.
suppose?"
"I said you ·could depend on Jack," said Mark quietly.
"Reckon dey am, Missy. Sogers lakes to buy tings wheder
'
dey am Britishers or 'Mericans."
"He is at work and will do all he can to get us out of here."
"And he has good felh. ws to help him-Ben and Sam and
"And the negroes have no trouble in getting in?" with a
the two Harrys and a lot more."
nod at Jack, which he understood.
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"It seems so provoking to be able to see Dick and Bob
"Yes, there a r e some of the best of the boys helping us,"
and not to get them out ," said Edit h.
added Bob.
"You leave that t o J ack Wa rren a nd the other Liberty
Withdrawing to a secluded spot, Dick took the leaf from
Boys," said Alice, "and I think it will be all r ight, my dea r."
his pocket.
"But can 't we do something for them?"
Unrolling it, he found a small sheet of very thin paper
"Pel'haps ; but I don 't t hink it will be very long before
inside.
the boys are out of the fort."
"The boys are all working in your behalf and will get you \ " Then we all will have to leave Savannah , a nd I sh all not
be sorry."
JACK."
out.

I
I

Having read the note, Dick put it in his mouth and chewed
CHAPTER XIV.
it to a pulp, where he spat out when unobserved.
"If any one can do it , Jack will," said Mark, he and the j
A WHOLESALE .JAIL DELIVERY.
lively fellow being gr eat friends.
·
" So he will," r eplied Dick.
Meanwhile Jack had his eyes open and was taking in au · J ack Warren and his able a ssistants ha d r esolved to get
the details of the fort, studying its approaches and every- the boys out of t he jail t hat night.
H e picked out a party of twenty of the most reliable
thing connected \vith it.
It was o;i a high bluff, but he thought he might be able of the boys and sent them into the town, a f ew at a time
to climb it from th ~ river, or perha ps find a place where it and from different directions.
'.fhey we~e ~II di s~u ised a nd were pr ovided wit h various
would _be safe fo r Dick and the ~es~ to make a. leaR.
Havmg seen as much of the m s1de as possible, he deter- things to a id m getting the boys a way.
Some h a d lengths of rope wound a r ound their bodies under
mined to examine it from the outside before again commucoats; one or two had iron h9oks, which they had
their
Dick.
with
nicating
Still in his disguise of the yellow boy, he went to the jail procured in town; some had cords and gags, and some dark
lanterns.
to sell things from his basket.
Ever y boy was assigned to do a certain thing, and no diHe saw one or two of the boys in the jailyard and talked
rections would be given after they got at work.
with one for a few moments.
E a ch boy knew just where he was to go and what he was
Then a guard interfered, saying gruffly:
"These rebels don't want to buy anything. What they to do, and, after the first signa l, there must be no delay
and everything must be done r apidly and in or der.
get here is good enough for 'em."
The plan of operation was all arr anged befor ehand, and
The conversation with the Liberty Boy, whose name was
it was not expected that any part of it would have to be
Phil Waters, had settled one thing, however.
altered.
"ls your window bar red?"
The boys had t a lked it all over and settled upon every"No."
thing, and, as they were all accustomed to working together,
"Show a light at midnight."
there should be no slip.
"All right."
Jack was a good manager, and they all trus: ed him and
Then Phil had indicated one of .the windows by a quick
gave him the leadership, which he assumed modestly and
motion of his hand.
Jack noted it and would know it the next time he visited without the slight est arrogance.
He would have worked just as well ha d any other boy
the place, whether by day or by night.
He did not have a chance to talk to any more of the boys, had command, and, in fact, they all worked together harmobut knew that the wor d would be passed around that he ha d ' niously, no one seeking to put himself above any of the
been there, and that the Liberty Boys were working to free others.
Jack was to be at the main enM'ance, the two H a rrys at
theii' comrades.
Securing a boat, Jack and Ben Spurlock paddled along the gate; Ben and Sam at the first angle, and the other boys
stationed at various points .
shor e at the foot of the bluff and studied it very carefully.
The sentries were to be seized, gagged and bound, the
."It will be har~ to _climb," said Jack. "We ~ad better let
yard to be crossed, and a riumber of boys to scale the wall and
Dick know where 1t will be safe to make a leap.
get in at a certain window.
.
"Yes, and we must find such a place."
Everything was to be done quietly and as rapidly as posT~ey ~ent along carefu!ly, takmg note of the various
crev1ces m the bluff and gomg farther out, so as to observe sible, and no one was to be allowed to make an outcry.
It was a dark night, fortunately, and the wind howled
.
the fort.
There was one pomt where the bluff made a sheer de- dismally around the corner of the jail and swept into the
angles of the -'fence.
scent and at the. bo~tom of. which the water was deep.
The sentries kept in their boxes and did not care to vt>.n_T hey noted t his m re!at1on to th.e f?rt, and J3;ck deterture forth, especially as all was dark and quiet, except for
mmed to get a note to Dick to tell him Just where it was.
"W,e may have to ~et,,the boys out first, before we attend the whistling of the win<i
It was something after midnight, the guards having been
.
,
to pick, Bob ~nd _Mai k, observed Ben.
Yes, but D~;k is safe enough. They won t take him away changed, and not likely to be changed again for two or three /
hours
.
from the fort.
Th;re was all the more reason why the s-uards should
"No, I suppose not; but we'll have to get him away ~oon."
One of ~h e boys went out to the Warners, and later m the snuggle up in their boxes out of the cold, tlierefore, there
being no probability of their being disturbed.
day, the girls went to the for~. .
The ccy of a gull flying over the river was heard and then
They were allowed to see Dick, 111 the company of a guard,
repeated.
.
.
but not alone.
Two boys stood against the gate, while two others climbed
Jae~ ha d s~nt _wo:d to Ahce where the po~~t of the bluff
to their shoulders and were helped over.
w~,s f~om which it w oul~ be saf.e .to make a l p.
At another point two boys scaled the fence and got over.
}t is ve~·y ~~eep here, she sa1d to the guard.
dd 1 · t d d
· n· b
'tt'
t
A
Yes miss almost leap straight down to the water."
dsen ry sd1 indg 11nf h1sl lox was su en Y m ru e upon,
b
"On~ could
ess.
p
e
t
e
an
gagge
'
ourt
"
dangerous
b
Id
.
"I suppose so, b u t 1' t wou
.
e
Another w:as tr~ated m the same way as he started to
"Yes ; there would have to be a boa t below to catch one."
noise he had_ heard.
a
mve~bgate
to
"H'm! If one hit the boat it would be the last of him and came out
A guard crossmg ~h~ . yard was seized, back and front,
the boat, too," laughed the guard.
Alice ma de a quiet gesture, indicating the very ppint gagged, bound and laid m ~n angle of the 'Yall.
When the gull ut~~red his hoarse cry a light appeared at
at which the leap was to be ma de, and Dick understood.
The commandant was very courteous to the girls, and said one of the upper wmdows f~r a momen~.
Some of the. boys noted this 3:nd hurned. forward.
that they might call again the next day; but that they would
Just. under 1t. one boy ben~ his back while another stood
have to see the boys in the presence of the guards.
Alice thanked him as they went away and said that she upon 1t and still another chmbed to the shoulders of the
1second.
would call again for a short time in the morning.
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An iron hook was fastened to the sill and a rope trailed short, the commandan t's new rules being
that only ten-mindown to the ground.
ute visits should be made.
A boy entered the window and gave a low whistle.
"They suspect that we may try to get the boys free," said
"All right. We'll all be here in a moment!"
Alice, Jack having told her of the rescue of the other Lib"You'll find the 1·opes there. Slide down."
erty Boys.
"All right."
"Yes, for they know of the escape of the others, no doubt,"
In a moment the boys formin!! the human ladder seized replied Edith.
the ropes, there being two of them now and glided to the
"Well, they can't prove that we had anything to do with it,"
ground.
laughed Alice.
Presently one boy after another glided down to the ground.
When Dick had time he read the note which Jack had
As fast as a boy came down he Was met by others and hur- got to him.
ried to the gate.
A boy standing there opened the little door and hurried
"All but you three free. At noon there will be boats
the others through.
below."
J. W."
There was no one on guard at the gate at night.
One after another the rescued boys hurried out, being
Dick understood and would be ready.
told which direction to take.
Each was provided with a pistol, in case he should meet
the watch.
Swiftly and silently the boys came dovm and hurried
a long.
CHAPTER XV.
A guard going the rounds in the jail had heard a suspicious scraping against the wall.
Flashing his lantern ahead of him and into the cell ocA HASTY DEPARTURE.
cupied by the boys, he saw that it was empty.
Quickly opening the door, he rushed in.
At noon there were two or three boats :floating idly on
.He saw that it was empty, indeed, and sprang to the
the water at the foot of the bluff.
wmdow.
Their occupants seemed to be fishing, but doing so in a
Then he saw the iron hooks and the ropes.
At once he sounded an ala1·m, discharged his pistol and very indolent manner, as if careless whether they Ciught
anything or not.
began to descend the rope,
There were not many vessels on the river, and everyThe boys at once movei.i rapidly and silently toward the
thing seemed to be asleep.
gate.
Below the bluff were a few sailing craft which the enemy
One or two were left at th,e bottom of the rope, close to
had captured st the same time they took the fort.
t he wall.
These had not yet been disposed of and lay at anchor,
As the guard came sliding uown, he was seized, gagged,
with a man or two on board to keep watch.
bound and hurried away.
It was likely that they would · eventually be pressed into
Guards came rushing fr(lrn the jail, wishing to know
the service of the enemy.
the meaning of the noise.
Just now, however, they were lying idly at anchor, with
"All right-fals e alarm! Go back to bed!" growled two
or three dark figures, with lanterns in their hands.
just men enough on board to look after them.
·'It's no sort of night to rouse a fellow out of a comDick, Bob and Mark walked carelessly out into the open
fortable bed!" snarled one.
place of the fort.
"No, it is not," and the guards were suddenly seized and
No one paid a ny attention to them, the sentties being
made helpless.
quite used to their presence now.
There were not many men outside, the heat being oppresNo more came out, and all was still as the last of the
boys made their way out of the gate.
sive at this time of day.
The night patrol was coming along the street, and the
The three boys strolled carelessly along the open, walking
boys quickly found hiding places in dark alleys, doorways toward the embrasures where the cannon frowned out upon
and behind trees.
the water.
I
The patrol went on and the boys crept out of their hid"The young rebels are u se~ to the heat of this confounded
ing places and hurried away with noiseless tread.
country and don't mind it, I suppose," said one.
In the morning there was found to have been a jail deHe had found a shaded spot and was taking his comfort.
livery in the night, and only Liberty Boys had escaped.
"Yes, it's hot and it will be' worse as the
The boys did not get out of town without one or two I'd like to be out of it," remarked another. season goes on.
alarms, but at last they were out safely and by daybreak
No further attention was,.Paid to the boys for some minwere all in camp.
'
utes.
All the boys were no released from the clutches of the
All at once one of the redcoats gave a startled exclamaredcoats, except Dick, Bob and. Mark.
tion.
"If we can get word to them in the morning we will have
"Jove! What are the rebels up to now?"
them out also before a great while," declared Jack.
"By George! There they go, right over the parapet !"
"The redcoats will think we are slippery fellows to hold "
"They'll be killed, sure as fate!"
replied Ben.
'
"Well, that's one way to escape, hang me if it isn't!"
"We must work before it gets generally knovm that there
The boys had been seen for an instant on the bulwarks.
h as been a jail delivery, or the people at the fort will be on
This had caused the first surprised exclamation .
their guard."
Standing there for an instant only, the boys suddenly
"Very true, for it will be surmised that the Liberty Bo~s dove
straight for the water, forty feet below.
are at work and they will be on the watch for us."
At
this point the bluff was almost perpendicu lar.
When Alice and Edith went to the fort that morning to
It was not much of a dive for a boy with steady nerves,
see the boys they met Jack.
.
"I am going with you," he said. "I shall get a note to such as Dick and his companions possessed.
In a moment they shot through the air like arrows.
Dick as before."
The startled redcoats ran to the parapet and looked over.
"And you will gzt hirn out of the fort, J ack?" asked Edith
The boys had disappeared , and only two or t hree boats,
anxiously.
rocking lazily on the water, could be seen.
"Yes, all of them; some this morning."
The girls went in alone and Jack appeared afterward, with
In those boats were J a ck, Ben and the two Harrys.
They were watching, knowing that Dick would make the
his basket of notions.
H e disposed of all he had, Dick buying a cluster of oranges, effort to escape.
Appearing to be doing nothing, they had their eyes on
as before.
The girls had nothing to say to him, as they were afraid the bluff and on the water.
they might betray themselves.
They saw the three boys appear on the top of the paraHe went away before the girls did, and their visit was pet and saw them dive.
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They moved forward toward the spot where they knew
the boys would strike the water.
There were three simultaneous splashes, the boys disappearing within a few feet of each other.
The moment the boys went under the boats shot forward.
Jack picked up Dick, Ben looked after Bob and the two
Harrys attended to Mark.
Then the three boats glided down the river, Jack raising a little sail and fairly skimming over the water.
Ben kept close to the bluff, pulling steadily till well away
from the fort.
There was a great commotion at the top of the bluff when
it was known that the three prisoners had escaped.
It was some little time before it was known what had become of them.
Then Jack's boat, with Dick Slater in it, was seen, and a
musket volley was fired.
This had no effect, and some one suggested that a cannon
shot be sent after the runaways.
There was no gunner to be found immediately and when
one did appear it was too late.

I

CHAPTER XVI.
A DARING SCHEME.

The plan of capturing · one of the vessels taken by the
enemy met with general favor.
It was dangerous, of course, but the Liberty Boys were
accustomed to danger.
There were enough of them to run away with the vessel without using their entire force.
It was better, as a matter of fact, not to take too many
on the expedition.
Then, when the vessel was in their possession, there were
enough of them who understood its management. ·
There were the horses to be taken also; but the vessel
which Bob had his eyes on was large enough to accommodate both boys and horses comfortable and not too big for
them to safely handle . .
She was a two-master, topsail schooner, a good saileri
comfortably fitted up, from her looks, and apparently wel
provided with sails and all necessary belongings.
The boys made for the shore at different points, and by
"There will not be time enough to take her to-night," said
the time the word went around and a pursuit was organ- Dick, "as there will be many things to arrange, but we
ized it was too late to get track of the fugitives.
ought to be ready by to-morrow, I should think."
One boat was found, ana in it a basket, known to have
"We'll have to get the horses down the river and take them
belonged to the yellow boy who had visited the camp.
on there," suggested Bob, "and then we must get the girls
The other boats were not traced and pursuit of the fugi- down here to lay in supplies and attend to other matters."
tives seemed vain.
"Some of us had better go and inspect her," added Mark,
The boys all made their way ashore and into the woods, "and if possible learn if she is provisioned and get all other ·
where horses were waiting to take them to the camp.
necessary information."
Jack's allies were on hand, waiting for him, and while some
The camp was moved 'much nearer to the town, but in a
of them hurried off with the boys toward camp, others has- secluded spot, where they were not likely to be discovered
tened to the Warners to spread the news of Dick's escape. by the enemy.
There was great rejoicing when the three escaped prisDuring the afternoon Alice and Edith came to the new
oners reached the camp.
camp, while Mark and Jack took one of the !;>oats and went
"Sure yez do be as welkim as flowers in May, Captain, over in the direction of the fort to have a look at the vessel
dear," said Patsy.
upon which Bob had set his heart.
"I was been wery glad to saw you pack alretty, Pob," said
He had described it to the boys, and they had no diffiClark.
culty in recognizing it.
"It's not his back at all that yez do be seein', CookyShe lay at some little distance from the fort, but conspiller; it's his face.''
venient enough for them to get to in boats.
"Well, I was knowed dot, und I was gladt to saw him und
There was a crew of four or five on board, and from
Mark und Tick and all dose vellers."
the looks of things she appeared to be provided with every
All the Liberty Boys were delighted, and there was the necessity, not being too deeply loaded nor too light to be
merriest sort of time in the camp.
top-heavy in case it came on to blow.
All the boys had escaped from the enemy now, and there
"She'll sail like a bird," said Mark admiringly, "and once
was great rejoicing.
we get outside the bar I will defy the enemy to catch u s."
"I will take your word for it, old man," said Jack. "I
"We must get away from the city now," said Dick. "They have very little experience with vessels of any sort, livsay that Sunbury has fallen and that the enemy is going ing in the interior of the Jerseys, as I do."
to advance upon Augusta and other points on the border."
"But you don't get seasick, like Patsy," laughed Mark.
"Then we want to be doing something,'' replied Ben. "We
"No, but I wm leave the management of it to you sailors.
have been idle long enough.'' ·
I would not have taken the little sailboat this noon if I had
"I want to be sure that Alice and Edith are safe before not known that Dick could manage it."
we leave Savannah,'' said Dick, "and I wish we might take
Jack's skin was still dark from the stain he had put on
them with us."
it, but this would wear off in time.
"I've got a plan," said Bob. "It occurred to me when
Both boys were in disguise and not afraid of being recogwe were at the fort. It's dangerous, but we don't gener- nized.
ally mind that.''
As they were examining the schooner, however, at some"What is it, Bob?" asked several of the boys.
what close range, a boat came out from around her bow.
"To recapture one of the vessels which were taken by
In it were two persons, one of whom the boys instantly
the enemy when the fort was captured and make our way to recognized as Bill Funk.
•
Charleston, which is still held by our forces."
"There's that Tory sneak!" whispered Jack. "Don't hurry,
"Jove! That is a plan!" cried Mark.
but I think we had better get away.''
"And a good one, I should say!" observed Jack. "There
There were other boats about, and Bill Funk suddenly
is only a small guard left on the vessels."
shouted:
"We could swarm down on one of them at night; in boats,"
"Hello! There's one er them rebel Liberty Boys what got
remarked Dick, "drop down the river and get past the erway from ther fort this evenin'. There he is, m ther boat
enemy's ships before they knew of our coming.''
with ther niggro !"
"Sure Oi'm always wid yez, byes, an' Oi'm wid yez now,"
"That's so; so it is!" cried Bill's companion. "Ketch him;
said Patsy, "but Oi'll have no comfort phwativer till Oi git ketch ther rebel, fellers!"
to Charleston."
·
There was a commotion on that part of the river at once.
"Why not?" asked Harry Thurber with a grin.
The boats began to close in upon Mark and Jack.
"Yez know why not, Harry. Won't we be on the wather?
Bill Funk took the lead and was already dangerously near
Yez niver heard tell av a ship goin' on wheels, did yez?"
to the boys.
"Every ship has a wheel," laughed Ben. "How else would
If Jack knew nothing about sailing a boat, he understood
they steer it?"
rowing one well enough.
·
"But they do be goin' on the wather, wheels or no wheelsi
"Upset her, Mark!" he hissed, pulling at the oars. "Spill
an' Oi'll be saysick as sure as Oi'm shtandin' here, but Oi'l the sneak into the water."
.
go wid yez av Oi doie for it, and thrust to better toimes
Mark steered and Jack rowed lustily.
1
afther we do be on dhry lan\i."
In a moment the bow of the boat struck the other forcibly
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in such a manner as to keel her over, while doing little again, well to one side 'of where they had been and past the
damage to herself.
/ new camp.
Bill Funk was spilled out, while his companion had all he
If the redcoats looked for the boys , therefore, they would,
could do to avoid a similar fate.
jn all probability, take the wrong scent and follow a trail
Then the boys shot around the bow of the vessel and got which \\·ould eventually be split up into so many as to conaway.
fuse them and be lost.
Bill's boat got in the way of the others, and by the time
In going down the boys were careful to take beaten paths
they were clear the boys were far enough off to be safe and to divide themselves into so many parties that there
from pursuit.
would be no trail to follow.
"I take a lot of satisfaction in that," laughed Jack as
A few of the boys remained in the vicinity of the old
they went on.
camp to watch for the redcoats.
"I must say that I do myself," chuckled Mark.
. The latter came on cautiously an hour or two before mid"I don't know anybody whom I would sooner tumble into rught.
the water or thrash than that same Bm Funk."
Seeing the fires still burning and the figures in and about
"The same with me, Jack,'' with a laugh, "and I must ad1 the camp, they made a sudden dash, expecting to capture
mit that I take a solid satisfaction in it."
the "saucy, young rnbels," as they called them.
"We must look out for him" added Jack. "If he knew
The spies, ·concealed in the bushes, crept away cautiously
where our camp was he would iead the British to it in a mo- and without noise, after witnessing the surprise and disment."
comfiture of the redcoats.
· Bill was determined to get even with the Liberty Boys for
The latter proc:ued t?rches and too~ up .the trail.
what they had done to him before and Jack knew that he
As expected, this led m the wrong direction.
would try and discover their whereabouts.
The redc~ats followed it for so~e time, expecting to come
The boys got away safely, and, putting their boat where upon the Liberty Boys and surpr;se them.
no one would see it, return~d to the camp .
Instead of doing so the trail was lost, and they were forced
They told Dick what they had learned and how they haq to return to the spot whence they had started.
given Bill Funk another ducking.
~ere they found nothing to guide them, and were at length
"That fellow will have a pretty good idea of the river " obI1ged to return to town without having accomplished anylaughed Bob, "after exploring it in so many places."
' thmg.
It was too I.a te to do anything toward capturing the
."Th~r, will .have no idea that we are in the vicinity," said
schooner that rught, but during the next day they meant to Dick; but will suppose that we have gone north."
make all their preparations.
"Then we'll give them another surprise," added Bob.
They knew just the hour of flood tide about the amount
"We must secrete ourselves very carefully to-morrow, for
of water the vessel drew and the safe~t place to embark . no'"; everything depends upon our remaining undiscovered
the horses.
until we are all ready to act."
Either a runway of trees upon which to take the horses
"I would like to get hold of Bill Funk, car ry him off and
to the vessel, must be mad~, or they must be driven into le~:ve him, somewhere, m~les away, to m~ke h is way back.''.
the water and listed on board by slings.
It wont be worth while, B?b. He w~ll no~ fin~ us ag~m.
Some of the boys. u sed to work of this sort would have and the~·e W?ul~ be no particular satisfactwn m runnmg
to go to the embarkmg place and study the conditions.
aw,~y with him.
,, .
The horses would have to b.e taken there at a convenient
Well, perhaps not, with a shrug.
time during either the ~ay or night, and a . sufficient num- . In the early morning they m~ved their camp again, sendber of the boys left behmd to capture and take the vessel mg the horses down to the landmg place.
down.
It was considered best to take the horses out to the vessel
. The girls must be at the landing place in. season, also, :ind hau! tJ:em on board by slings, which could be put up
and .there was, therefore, -plenty of work to be done.
m the nggmg.
.
· .
.
. Die~ and .Bob went back with the girls in the early eveMany of. the boys knew ho':" to ng them._ and this could
nmg, mtendmg to return at once.
be done while they were droppmg down the nver.
They h:=td been gone only a short time when Jack WarDuring the forenoon searchii:tg pa1·ties of redcoats came to
ren, on picket duty, saw some one lurking about the camp look for them, but found nothing.
. :ge said nothing, but watched the fellow, and at last sa..;,
Dick's plan of moving the camp again was thus found to
him · sneak away.
have been a wise one.
He got a p:ood look at him for a moment and recognized
"They will now think that we have finally left the neighhim as Bill Funk.
'
borhood,'' he said," anrl will not again look for us."
When Bill was well out of the way Jack sent for Mark
During the day the boys. remained strictly secluded.
"I saw Bil! Funk ~angi!lg about," he said, "and let him get
None of th.e m wen.t into town or upon the river nor anyaway. I believe he is gomg to bring a force of the redcoats where where they might be seen.
here."
.
It was dark and cloudy that night, there was a high tide
'.'Very likely. Bu~ he will wait till he thinks he can sur- and a strong wind blowing, and it was not a time when men
prise us. There will be time enough to move after Dick would care to be abroad.
and Bob return to the camp."
The various parties set about thefr appointed tasks when
"So I t~ink."
it was quite dark, some having tQ get to work before others.
When Dick le.arned that Bill had been lurking in the neighDick, Bob and a doze'n brave fellows set out in boats a
borhood, he said:
short time before flood tide
"We will move the camp at once."
The vessel to be captured. had a light displayed in the rigging, but all hands remained below or in the cabin.
Most of them were asleep, but those who were not reCHAPTER XVII.
ma'ned within doors by the side of a comfortable cabin
1
CAPTURING THE SCHOONER
1 stove.
•
•
There was no one aboard at this time, and it would be
In ~ short time the camp ·was moved some distance down . folly to rema,in on deck when there was comfort to be had
the nver.
in the cabin.
Every~hin1hwtas doneh quietly and noiselessly, and yet to
The boats approached without being heard or seen the
one passmg a way t e ~amp would seem to be still there. oars being muffled and no one uttering a word
'
1
The fires were left buz:img, the shacks. were left standing,
Now and then the cries of gulls were heard· but attracted
a:d the figur eds bof sentnes. on the outskirts and of boys in no attention, except from the boys for whom' they were int e camp cou1 e seen plamly.
tended as signals.
·
·
fhesb w~re thnly dummy figures, however, for there was
One boat approached the bow, another the stern and two
no.. a ~Y m . e camp.
.
.
.came on amidships, one on each side.
re~lyB~~rpbrl~;ds,,
th:.d
rBdcboats.thto-m
ght,h
some
one
will
be
At. a signal a dozen boys went clambering noiselessly up
g
.
, .s i
o , wi a 1aug .
.
the sides to the deck.
In orde1 to deceive the .expected redcoats still more, the
The shipkeeper enjoying a mug of hot grog in the cabin
horsesdwtere tabketn .up the nver .for a short distance and then. heard no sound ~ntil two boys in Continental uniform en:
b Y a e our, u m several widely separated parties, down 1 tered quickly.
·
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They closed the door ' in an instant, and while one seized
lt now lacked less than a11 hour of daybreak, and every
the shipkeeper another put a pistol to his head.
moment was preciou~
.
"Not a sound or you a re a dead man," this boy said.
'l'he anchor was raised and lashed and sail got up on the
Then, in a tr;ce , 'the other bound the man's a rms behind schoonei·.
his back and put a gag in h is mouth.
1' hen me shipkeepei· and his crew were put in a boat and
"You won't have to keep that in long," the other boy said, lef t to themselves.
"only t:ll we can get away."
The oth er boat s had been hauled on deck and now the
Meanwhile other boys had gone to the forecastle to see schooner proceeded.
.
that the men there were asleep.
They passed- some of the enemy's ships w;thout attractmfl
They were bound as they lay in their bunks, without being attention.
awakened.
Ti1ey went over the bar and out at daybreak.
At the same t ime others had sprung to the windlass to g et
Then one of the British fl eet discovered them and an outu p the anchor.
. ~cry was raised.
.
.
.
The rattlmg of the chains was scarcely heard amid tlie
A shot went shrieking through the air and fell a little
howling of the wind.
astern.
If it had been it would have been supposed that those on
'!'here was a cannon on board, merchant vessels being thus
board were letting out more chain to keep the hedge from provided in those days.
dragging.
The gun was quickly loaded, and Dick, who was an expert
Dick and Bob left the man in the cabin, :aow that he was gunner, pointed and fired it.
safe, and joined the others on deck.
The shot struck the rail of the vessel which had fired
Those who had secured the men in the forecastle did the upon him and sent the splinters flying.
1:1ame.
There was an instant commotion among the fl eet.
With all hands working on the anchor, it was soon raised
Shots were fired and one or two of the vessels were made
and temporarily lashed on the rail.
Iready to follow.
Then the sails were got up, while Di<!k took the wheel.
Dick did not r eturn any more shots.
·
It was not necessary to put up the topsails, a reefed fore
He had all t he sail put on the schooner that she would
and main and one jib being sufficient.
stand and headed for sea.
Then the schooner began to glide do'l'm the river.
It was now broad daylight, and everything was in their
There were lights on the other vessels lying near and Dick favor.
.
knew the river.
Under full sail, the schoonei· went flying out to sea and
As yet no a larm had been given, and so the boys' plan had now two of the enemy's ships were seen following .
succeeded admirably.
At the end of an hour the schooner had gained so perThen some of the men in the forecastle awoke and began cept ibly upon the two pursuers that they gave up the chase
to make an outcry.
and put about.
Bob went in, closed the door and said:
An American flag was found in the cabin and was hoisted,
"If you fellows don't keep quiet you will be gagged. We all the boys giving a hearty cheer as the beautiful emblem
are not going to hurt you and you will be released in time." was seen float 'ng at the peak.
"How in thunder did you rebels get aboard without our . "Goodby, redcoats!" shouted Bob, waving his hat. "We'll
knowing· anything aba.ut it ?" asked one.
g·et Savannah away from you one of these days."
His w ords proved to be prophet ic, for the Liberty Boys
· "Because you were not expecting us and because we did
•ot t ell everybody about our business," with a laugh.
were at the subsequent siege and ca pture of Savannah, and
"Where are you g;oing?"
helped to win back the cit y they had seen fall into the hands
"Out of the i·jver and to sea. You will be landed before we of the enemy.
get out."
.
Dick was a good sailor and . knew enough of the general
The m en saw that !t would do no good to make an outcry direction to take the vessel on.
an\i so they kept q.met.
He had been in Chai·leston before and knew the harbor.
On one vessel which they pas~ed there was a lookout. .
so that there was little use of him havin.e: a pilot.
As they passed well to one side, however, and everythmg
There were p r ovisions in plenty on board, the weather
see~ed to. be regular, he made no outcry.
remained fair and the voyage was a short and agreeable
, With Dick ~t the wheel and Bob to manage the volunteer one.
·
"Oi've not ha~ toime to be saysick wanst:" said Patsv.
erew, ~verythmg w~nt well and the sc~ooner kept on her
w~~ ~t~o".lt attractmg .any undue atten~!on. .
.
"phwat with havm' so much to occupy me momd."
This is only the easiest part, though, said Dick.
"Go on wid yez. Oi know phwat yez are goin' to say, but
av yez do Oi'll throw yez overboard."
"Humbug!" laughed Carl. "What I was went to said was
CHAPTER XVIII.
to forgot all abouid dot seasickness."
"Go on wiAi yez. Yez wor goin' to tell me to take a piece
TH~ ESCAPE ' FR0!\1 SAVANNAH.
av salt pork--"
Dropping down the river, the boys at length saw a light
"Mit ein string to it ; don'd foni;ot dot," laughed Carl.
a ppear on shore and swing backward and forward for a few
"Go on wid yez," and Patsy chased Carl out of the galley.
moments.
They reached Charleston safely, and here Dick turned the
Bob swung a lantern from the forward railing, antl tht:!n schooner over to the authorities.
bick changed his course to run in toward shore.
The owners· were very glad to recover it and were ready
The lookout ahead suddenly cried:
to pay the Liberty Boys something for having recaptured
"Let go everything!"
her from the enemy.
"We don't want an y prize money," said 4::>ick: "but we
Down came the sails, and then the anchor was unlashed
and fell, with a splash and a rattle, into the water.
do need uniforms and muskets and things of that sort, wh:ch
'!'he schooner was anchored within a short distance of the we lost at the capture of Savannah."
shore.
These were provided for the boys, and they .ioined the main
The slings had already been rigged and now the gangway body of the army well supplied.
rail was taken out. 1
Dick soon found a packet bound for the no:r:th and Alice
A number of boats put out from shore, and the two girls and Edith took passage in it, reaching home without e:ther
and a number of the boys came on board.
accident or incident.
All the boats now went ashore and at length returned,
They had had excitement enough to last them for some
each towing a number of horses behind it.
time while in Savannah and on the way to Charleston.Dick's Major, Bob's bay, Ma:rk's big gray, Jack's bay
The r ecovered schooner was fitted out as a g-unboat and
mare, the matched sorrels of the two Harrys and others were afterward did great service for the Government.
ih the first batch.
The Vberty Boys found many comrades and friends in
These were rapidly hauled on deck and lowered into the Charlestown, many having escaped thither from Savannah
hold.
whom they knew.
Then others were brought out and taken in with despatch,
no time being wasted.
·
s
At last the ho.rses were all on board and •·stowed securely
Next week's issue will contain "THE LIBERTY BOY
in the hold.
AND DE KALB; or DICK SLATER'S LAST BULLET."
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FROM ALL POINTS
NEEDLE IN BODY
From mumps to measles and chronic indigestion
to neuritis, Robert Myers, Elyria, 0., fifty-two, had
run the gamut of human illness.
Recently a lump appeared between his shoulder
blades. It did not heal, and when the family physician was called he hurried the patient to a hospital.
There a tarnished needle with twenty-fou r inches
of thread attached was removed.
Physicians believe Myers swallowed the needle
when a child and that during perhaps half a century
it has been seeking an outlet. His various ailments
are charged to the needle's peregrinati ons.

of conditions and information as to the setting up of
the tractor, and instruction s as to their call number
and how to set the instrument s to get in touch with
Corpus Christi. Pigeons were the only means of
communication had from this area for two days
after the radio had been set up and put in operation,
as atmospheri c conditions were such that operations
were not possible. The birds came through the
storm and rain, making the 150 miles in from five
to seven hours, while in normal weather conditions
the flight would be made in from two and one-half
·
to three hours.

TERROR'S REIGN IN RUSSIA
Bodies of victims executed by the Bolsheviki during their occupancy of Kiev are constantly being
found and the first estimate of 4,000 is evidently
much below the real total.
Three Irish girls, Eva, May and Eileen Healy,
who lived in Kiev during the last six months of Bolshevist rule, gave the correspond ent an account of
Bolshevik operations.
"The autocracy of the Romanoffs, with all its
evils," they said, "was paradise compared to the
Bolshevik hades we have been living through.
"The last few months, when the majority of the
members of the Kiev Committee of Public Safety
were always under the influence of drink or drugs,
transcended all conceivable awfulness. After every
meeting huge heaps of empty spirit and wine bottles
and scores of morphine and cocaine bottles were
found.
"The members of the chief of the committee sat
before a cage with wooden bars reaching to the
ceiling. The prisoners were marched through the
cage to be reviled and sentenced to death. Afterward they were stripped naked and carted off to the
slaughterho use.
"Another committee conducted its proceedings in
VALUE OF CARRIER PIGEONS IN PEACEARMY
TIME
the open air in a beautiful garden. The judges
sprawled over a table and pronounced death senand
In spite of the fact that we have telegraph
wholesale, drinking champagne in the intences
letrecruiting
Corps
Signal
telephone, says a recent
tervale.
carrier
of
importance
and
use
the
describes
ter that
"One woman over 60 years old was arrested and
pigeons in our peace-time army, and our more modout several successive nights to a firing wall
taken
ern means of communication, the wireless, it frewhich she was placed while shots were fired
against
communiof
means
quently happens that this latte11
head. This was done to extract inforher
around
conditions,
c
atmospheri
by
useless
rendered
cation is
and it may not be practicable to build telephone lines mation as to the whereabou ts of an officer's son
or they may have been wrecked as a result of storms. whom she didn't even know. She was finally exeThis has been demonstrat ed by the recent storms in cuted. A priest was crucified."
Other British residents said th~ Healy girls often,
the Southern Departmen t, where pigeons were used
in the storm-wrec ked areas. A U. S. Army relief in the name of their British nationality, openly detrain, • which carried a radio tractor, crew and fied the Bolshevik authorities and successfully conpigeons, was sent to Corpus Christi. The pigeons cealed a ·number of officers and other intended
-. were released and returned, bringing the first news victims.
HIGH COST OF BATHHOU SES
Once Trouville or Ostend bathing costumes, or
the absence of them, caused a sensation. But those
two famous resorts have nothing on the average
English seaside resort. More than ever before costumes were extreme this last summer, so much so
that clergymen issued the severest condemnati ons of
styles which, according to one, are as near nakedness as they can be without leaving off al) garments.
Profiteerin g has been responsible, too, for another
unconventi onal innovation -dressing and undressing without the use of bathing houses. Profiteers
have charged so much for bathing houses that many
people have been driven to using small tent-like
canvas screens behind which to disrobe. Where
there are convenient sandhills or rocks young and
old have stripped and put ~m their bathing suits.
The most convenient method, though, and one less
likely to attract Peeping Toms, is the individual
"tents," shaped like a canvas screen around . a
shower-bat h and propped up with two sticks which
can be folded up and carried away in a small parcel
along with the canvas covering.
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A. D. T. No. 33
-OR-

THE BOSS OF THE MESSENGER BOYS
By RALPH MORTON
(A Serial Story)

CHAPTER III (Continued.)

thing," thought Harry, and downstairs he went on
the run.
He had descended but two flights of the five he
had to cover, when he heard ·a door slam hard.
" I'm the goat! " gasped the boy. " I never ought to
have come up here so late! What in the world
shall I do?"
He ran on down the stairs, which was the only
thing he could do, seeing that the front windows
'were not getatable.
It was as he feared.
When he reached the front door it was securely

"That's all right," chuckled the manager. "I'll 1 ,; ~ked.
have you and Snick back here in a few weeks."
A. D. T. 33 had been caught in a trap.
And he questioned Harry about the way things
were run at the Abington Square office.
As Harry felt that in a certajn sense he belonged
to Mr. Bartley, he did not hesitate to speak his mind
CHAPTER IV.
freely.
"I'll have a talk with Henry," said the manager.
IN A BAD FIX.
"You will see a chance over there right away."
When Buck Stein turned up on the second day his
Harry Carley was one of the cool kind.
left optic looked pretty bad, but Harry spoke civilly
He knew that he was up against trouble, but he
to him, and Buck responded, although he had but diq not propose to sit down and cry ·about it, for
little to say.
all that.
It was a particularly busy day at the office.
There was still a little daylight left, and Harry
Harry was on his feet from morning till night, felt that he must make the most of it. On one point
and it was the same with most of the messenger he could congratulate himself. He had a good supboys. ·
ply of matches in his pocket, in spite of the fact that
Just before the night shift came on Harry got he was no cigarette fiend. Indeed, Harry did not
his final call.
smoke at all.
It was what the boys styled a "home run"-that
"I'll get down in the cellar," he determined. "Peris, a call in the immediate neighborhood.
haps I <'an work my way out througl: some grating
It was a letter to be delivered · to a certain Mr. or some other way."
Lederer at a number on Horatio street.
It was a wise decision, since he knew that the
Harry wondered why the sender did not step roof was hopeless, for the building rose high above
around there and see the man himself.
those on either side.
The number proved to be that of the tall building
H~rry struck a match and groped his v.ray to the
where lofts were let out with power which we have cellar door.
already mentioned.
It was not locked.
Harry found the name on the directory board.
He struck another match, and descended the
Mr. Lederer was a pocket-book maker, it ap- stairs.
peared. His place was ·on the top floor.
At the bottom he yelled at the top of his lungs:
It was after seven o'clock. The building appeared
" Hey! Say! Is there anyone here? I'm locked
to be about deserted, artd the elevator had stopped in here! Hey!"
running.
Hay is for horses, but there was neither horse nor
Harry, as he ran up the stairs, half-fearful lest man to reply to Harry's "heys" down there.
he might be locked in, although he saw no sign of a
Not a sound was heard but the echo of the boy's
watchman, wondered if Mr. Lederer had not already own voice.
gone home.
" I'm up against it, surest thing. What in the
It was a heavy pull up to the top floor, and Harry's world shall I do?"
run subsided into a walk long before he reached it.
Of course, his match was out by this time.
It was just as he had expected. Mr. Lederer's
He struck another and located the engine room.
door was locked.
Thither he went, and passing in, found just what
Harry pounded upon it, but got no answer.
he hoped he might find there, and that was a lanHe struck a match, for the hall was very dark, tern.
found a bell, and rang it.
It was a handsome brass affair, polished up until
Still no answer.
it glittered like gold.
Of course the man had long since gone home, and
Harry lost no time in lighting it.
all his employees with him.
It was a great relief not to be dependent upon
"Great Scott! I shall get locked in here, surest the matches any more.
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"Perhaps it may bring someone yet," Harry said
He now determined to go through the entire building, and see if he could not get into one of the lofts. to himself, and he sat down on the top step of the
"Perhaps the watchman lives near here, or who- stairs, and leaned back against the wall.
He had given up. He did not know what to do.
ever has the key," he said to himself. "If I wave
Several hours passed, and still Harry found himmay
someone
windows
the
of
one
the lantern out of
send him around. I suppose I shall have an inter- self no wiser.
Part of the time he was asleep.
esting time of it when he comes, but anyhow it
Twice he went the rounds of the entire building
will be better than · staying here all night.
hoping that he .might have missed some
again,
as
account
He did not care so much on his own
better his condition, but at the same time
to
chance
upon his mother's.
Never in his life had Harry stayed out all night I knowing very well that he had not.
j- At last, somewhere between eleven and twelve,
except when on night duty.
"Mother· will go wild .if I don't come home," he Harry sat down on the top step by the window
said to himself. "I must make a big fight to get out again, and this time, with his head against the wall,
he went off fato a sound sleep.
of this, for her sake."
Soon the messenger boy was dreaming dreams of
So he went from flo01 to floor, trying doors,
front and rear, but try as he would, Harry could not another sort.
It was anything ' and everything, until at last
get beyond the narrow halls.
dream took a definite form.
Harry's
tenant.
different
a
to
out
Every floor was rented
to him that the enineer or somebody
seemed
It
two.
were
there
instances
In some
Evidently they were a careful lot, for every door else had at last seen the light and come to his relief.
But, as Harry dreamed, the man was furiously
was locked.
·
·
angry.
I
·
But Harry made one discovery.
and began choking
throat
the
by
him
caught
He
on
window
small
a
was
there
On the fourth floor
the side which ovedooked the roof of the -old brick him.
house; that same house into which Harry had seen I Harry coughed and gasped as he dreamed it, and
then suddenly he awoke, coughing and gasping for
the two men hurry the girl out of the back.
an actual fact.
other
no
on
and
here
be
Why the window should
.
But th~re was no man!
and
was,
it
there
but
problem,
a
certaiiily
floor was
It was smoke that was doing the business.
":hen Harry found that he could get to no window,
either front or rear, nor yet up on the roof, he re- 1 The building was full of it.
A horrible sickening sensation seized the boy as
turned to this s~de ':indow, to see what he could do.
took the lantern down off the nail.
he
nothdo
could
he
that
But he speedily discovered
big manufacturin g building was on fire, of
The
grimy
the
against
up
lantern
his
hold
to
except
ing
course, and here was he locked up inside!
panes.
" This spells my finish! " thought A. D. T. 33. "I
For the window sash was nailed down.
never get out of this snap alive! "
shall
use
the
for
only
The chances are it was intended
indeed, it looked very much that way.
And,
buildthe
to
access
gain
thus
might
of firemen who
Harry's first thought was to get as near to the
ing by way of the steep shingle roof next door.
Harry stood against the window for a long time street level as possible, so as to be right on hand
when the firemen burst in the door,
waving his lantern.
So downstairs he ran, but it was only to come
He had a hope that someone on Horatio street
back again.
racing
might be attracted by the light.
seemed to be in the rear, on the second
fire
The
any
paid
one
no
but
it,
seen
have
Many must
heed, and when Harry began it he thought that he floor.
Harry could hear the cracking of burning wood
should probably draw a crowd.
he got down there, but tlie smoke was so dense
when
doesn't
"l am in for it," he said at last. "There
did not dare to remain an instant.
he
that
can
world
the
in
What
hope.
least
seem to be the
He was now horribly frightened, and gave himI do?"
self up for lost.
It was certainly a problem.
And now came to the messenger boy one of those
Harry consulted the cheap watch which he alexperience at some time or another dursingular
time-keeper,
good
ways carried-it was a pretty
lives.
their
ing
too.
Distinctly Harry heard a voice say right in his
Just now it said quarter past eight.
The messenger boy had . been longer imprisoned ear:
" You get back to where you were! Break that
than he imagined.
Crawl out on the other roof."
window.
Harry.
thought
"
i·ight,
all
night,
"I'm in for the
He hung the lantern on a nail in the window I Of course, it was all imagination, but just the
same it seemed wonderfully real at the moment.
casings.
Back up the stairs Harry ran.
Its light shone out on the ·roofs, and certainly
· (To be continued.)
knew.
he
as
must be visible on Horatio street,
'
1
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I
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making his way to Ostend, found the hiding place of
the German submarines.
Air r aids to E ngland, the priest learned, wer e usually preceded by a dinner of the officers of the
Zeppelins and Gothas. By pretending to be a pastry
cook, he discovered when the dinners were to .be held.
Carrier pigeons carried his messages to Holland, and
before 6 P. M., the British Admiralty would have
word of the coming raids.
Escaped British pr isoners seeking Nurse Cavell
proceeded, disguised, to Brussels and were met there
by a little girl of ele.ven. She used to carry a big doll,
run about and play and look in the shop windows.
Without any sign on her part of recognizing the soldiers, she would lead them to the house where Nur se
Cavell awaited them. Ther e the men were bandaged,
transformed into "hospital patients" and turned over
to "Baron Janssen," otherwise Father Meens, who
EXECUTIONER'S AIDS GET INCREASE IN took them across the frontier.
PAY.
Assistants of M. Deibler, the official who operates
the guillotine, have demanded and obtained an inHOME TANNING OF SKINS.
crease of pay on account of the high cost of living.
In addition to a retainer of 3,000 francs a year, they
When it is desired to preserve the skins of wild
now will receive 15 francs, instead of 8, for each
animals which have been shot or trapped, these may
"working day." 'i
"Working days," in their official sense, being in- be tanned either with the hair on or off, as desired.
frequent, they have plenty of leisure to pursue addi- ~fair :an be removed fro~ hides by soa~ing them
tional trades. One aBsistant keeps a fruit store, an- m tep~d wate;r- made alkalm.e by. lye o~ hme .. The
other is a piano tuner and a third is a checker for a followmg_ recipe for a tannmg hqu?r is fur mshed
by the B1olog1cal. Survey of the Umted States Detr~nsport company.
partment of Agriculture : To each gallon of wa~~r
8,000
Deibler draws 6,000 francs a year, with
ad~ one q1:1art ?f salt and one-half ounce o~ sulphtiii.c
francs extra for the upkeep of the guillotine.
In the fifteenth century " cases" were more fre- acid .. This m1:rtur~ should not be kept .m _a met~l
quent and the French public executioner was paid by contamer. Thm sk1_ns are tanned ?Y ~his. liquor m
"results." Beheading the same; drawing and quar- one day; heav~ s~1~s _must :emam_ m it longer.
tering, 30 fr&ncs, and boiling in oil, 50 francs, with , They may r emam m it md~fim~ely without ~arm.
many odd extras, such as 10 francs for exhibiting a\ When remove~ fro~n this liquor, the sk111s are
washed_ several times 111 soapy water~ wru!lg as dry
man's head on a pikE;).
Putting a food profiteer in the pillory costs 2 J as possible, and r ubbed on the flesh s1~e with a. cake
francs; whipping hitn, 4 francs extra; branding him of hard soap.. They ar~ then !ol~ed 111 the middle,
hung lengthwise over a 1111e, hair side out, and left to
with a hot iron, 10 francs extra.
dry. When both sur faces are barely dry, and the
interior is still moist, they are laid over a smooth,
rounded board and scraped on the flesh side with
the edge of a worn flat file, or a similar blunt edged
PRIEST GA VE WARNING OF ZEPPELIN
tool. In this way an inner layer is r emoved and the
RAIDS.
Exploits of Father Meens, who warned London of skins become nearly white in color. They are then
impending German air raids during the war and stretched, rubbed and t wisted until quite dry. If
worked with Edith Cavell, the martyred British parts of a skin are still hard and stiff, the soaping,
nurse, in aiding British prisoners to escape from drying, and stretching process is repeated until the
Belgium, have just been disclosed by the Roman entire skin is soft. F resh butter, or other animal
Catholic periodical, The Universe. Father Meens, fat, worked into skins while they are warm, and
who lived in Brussels, was associated with the Al- then \Y0rked out again in dr y hardwood sawdust, or
extracted by a hasty bath in gasolene, increases
lied Intelligence Department.
softness.
their
and,
driver
cattle
Once he disguised himself as a
1

OWLS MAKE STREETS UNSAFE.
The streets of Republic, Kan., are unsafe for
pedestrians after dark on account of the nightly
battles between large flo.cks of owls. Remaining in
the trees during the day, they swarm about like locusts at night and ,have become so numerous and
vicious that they attack human beings. It is unsafe
for women and children to venture out after dark.
In several instances persons have been struck on
the head and rendered unconscious. One woman was
painfully hurt by a direct attack from an owl which
she had tried to ward off with an umbrella. Steps
are being taken by the authorities to rid the city of
its strange pests. Such a condition, it is said, was
never known here before, although owls have always
been numerous in this section of the State.
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his bosom and flung himself upon the American,
only to be met with a sudden blow that hurled him
senseless to the ground, while Page took the little
mother of his sweetheart quickly from the scene.
By Kit Clyde
Impressing ~adam Hernandez with the necessity
herdin
engaged
of secrecy with regard to this unpleasant transacCharlie Page was in old Mexico,
tion, the young lover himself forgot it for the next
ing cattle.
he
because
but
life,
wild
of
three hours, within the sweet shelter of two warm
love
the
from
Not
could earn hard dollars, and later on because his arms, and gazing into liquid eyes that were filled ·
heart had gone out to Zareta Hernandez, the daugh- with yielding love.
ter of old Hernandez on the Mexos.
But the matter was suddenly brought to mind
was
she
again as he roamed homeward through the misty
That he loved the girl was no wonder, for
beautiful
many
the
among
even
moonlight, by the whiz of a knife hurled from a
a noted beauty
that
but
section,
that
in
lived
who
chaparral by the roadside, and the sight of a dim
women
Spanish
he, poor Charlie Page, the American, should have figure leaping down the riverbank toward the waitwon Zareta's love in return, when a score of the ing boat.
richest rancheros, both Mexican and Spanish, were
With a sudden touch of the spur the young man
literally at her feet, might have been · thought followed, but too late.
strange.
The light skiff fled from the shore. like a shadow.
Such, however, was the condition of affairs, and
"The coward!" muttered Charlie, as he drew rein
despite the objections of her family and the positive at the water's edge; ''he would have killed me in
interferenc e of some of her lovers, the girl had be- good old Spanish style-a knife in the dark. I must
come solemnly engaged to Charlie and promised to look out for this bravo. That blade came close."
marry him.
From that time on the American found it necesAnd those who knew her best were satisfied that sary to guard himself constantly, for the jealousy
at this point opposition must cease, for if Page lived and hatred of the half-breed, now thoroughly
Zareta would be his bride at the time agreed or in aroused, were terrible; and his attempts upon ·the
,
'
her grave.
life of the other were so frequent that Page became
best
The match was conseuently considered in the
last convinced that the world was not wide enough
at
light possible by Zareta's family, and Charlie al- for· his enemy and himself, and he determined ' to
lowed the freedom of a future son-in-law.
go armed at all moments, and to preserve his own
As the old man put it:
safety even at the expense of the life of Combra.
"Ze boy is not ze Spaniard, an' not as I choose;
The days were drawing in, and the coming of her
but, Santa Maria, ze girl is ze Spaniard an' she
wedding festival now filled the heart of Zareta; but
choose!"
in the midst of it all she saw and felt some tithe of
That told the whole story.
danger that threatened her love, and it made her
The Rubicon once passed, matters moved on more warm blood run cold.
smoothly, and nothing seemed to fret the course of
Once she spoke to the young American of it, but
true love except-the re is always an except-the he scoffed, and much as she loved him the girl could
implacabili ty and ugliness of one of the girl's dis- not endure that, so she determined to say nothing,
carded lovers, who would not consent to be cast but to watch.
aside after the manner of men, but raged and threat"He'll kill my darling if he can!" Zareta whisened, daily growing worse.
herself. "I must guard him."
This man was Dion Combra, a half-breed, but a pered to
to Page the girl planned and contrived
Unknown
man of wealth-a person of furious and ungoverned
him.
protect
to
temper, who swore the match should not go on.
At times trusted servants of" her own followed
Page occasionally met this scowler, but no words
to and fro, and frightened away any roadside
him
when
had passed between them until one evening,
at other times, by various excuses, the maid
lurkers;
pasa
delivering
rival
he surprised his persistent
prevented
sionate lecture to the mother of Zareta, a quiet little met her lover in unexpected paths, and
yet again
and
home;
own
her
near
appearance
his
woman, who could only tremble before the profane
bloodthe
draw
to
managed
she
business
outside
by
rage of the half-breed.
for
Valley
Mexos
the
from
away
Combra
thirsty
Instantly conceiving the cause of the scene,
Charlie sprang forward, and thrusting himself be- days at a time.
Still the danger continued, and both the Amerifore the other, he cried :
and his sweetheart knew it.
can
"Draw back, you hound! Why do you frighten a
Notwithsta nding all these fears and troubles, the
woman? I am here to answer for Zareta Hernanwere much together, and the wedding day
lovers
dez, and her mother is my mother. Another insultapace. And even as it approached the
on
drew
yonder!"
river
the
ing word and I'll fling you into
murderous Cambra increased.
the
of
dread
stood
Corbra
half-crazed
the
instant
For an
Overcome by love and fear, Zareta had begged
speechless; then, with a shriek, he tore a knife from
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her promised husband not to ride after dark, and he I they came here? It will be well to move on. Some
had given his word. ·
of those steers have ugly eyes and horns."
For this reason his visits to the ranch of old HerAnd indeed they had.
The cattle were strays, a half-hundred or more,
nandez were now made in the aften1oon and as the
sun touched the crowns of the fat -awa; mountains and frightened.
he each day bade his Spanish sweetheart good-by, _When i~ that state they are often dangerous, and
and rode three miles across country to his own home, will sometimes attack even mounted men.
where he remained out of sight until morning.
Page knew this, and rode both rapidly and careManlike, the young American chafed at being thus fully across the bottom and towa~d ~he ford, re~dy
separated from the queen of his heart, and locked at any moment to make a run fo_r it, if the bellowmg
within adobe walls from sundown to sunrise, but cattle should choose to att~ck ,him.
with clinging caresses and tearful eyes poor Zareta
He ~as almost at the rivers edge. .
begged that it should be so.
A_ bit of chaparral alone separa!ed him from the
.
.·
b
d 1 Wh
fiowrng water, when, suddenly, with a hoarse cry,
"Only ~.mbl our marriage, ~y e1ove :
en we he reined his horse shar ply back upon his haunches,
are one irrev~cably; t~en this "';~If will leave us. and clutched wildly at his pistol-holster, then as
Then once more you will be free.
.
suddenly was dragged from his saddle to the ground
"P~rhaps, " . repl\~? Page; "but suppose his per- half strangled by a tightening lariat about his throat:
secut10n contmues ·
.
and the same instant his bloodthirsty enemy, Dion
"Then," said the girl, with the dark blood fiammg Combra, stood above him, knife in hand.
.
in her cheek; " then, when I am yqur wife, you may
With swift and nervous strength he bound the
kill him!"
half-stunned A:p:ierican and then drago-ed him to"'
" It's agreed," replied Charlie. " I will say no I ward the river's bank. '
more of this Combra until after our wedding, but if
"Caramba !" hissed the furious half-breed, glarhe then continues to trouble you and threatens me, ing into the eyes of his victim, " ze end has come!
let him 'have a care."
You would not mind ze warn, ze debbil gets you
It was at last Sunday, and the ceremony was to now! See! I will stab de heart an' tie stones to ze
be on Tuesday.
heels an' drown!"
Twice during the last week, even in the daytime,
The man's words rang dully in the ears of his
Page had been followed by Indians through the tim- captive, but the gleam of his eyes and knife, and the
ber, redskins hired by his implacable enemy, and on gurgle of the river close at hand, told Page his fate.
this very morning an old friend of the American's
To cry out was worse than useless.
sent him word at his ranch not to ventur e forth that
The madman drew closer to him, unwinding from
day at all, or if he did to remain at the home of his his ~aist the scarlet scarf which he wore.
lady-love until the wedding ceremony.
"Red on ze heels, red at ze heart, eh?" he said,
The brow of the young man grew dark as this grinning horribly. " Ze lady-love will not marry so
message was communicated to him.
soon!"
1
"Hide from that dog! Never! By heaven, I'll
He had tied poor Charlie feet, and was now enride as I will and where I will, and let any man be- gaged in wrapping a large stone in his red scarf.
ware how he seeks to detain me! I am my own
His knife was grasped firmly.
"Pray, dog! " he snarled. "Ze end has come!"
master. "
The vow was perhaps a rash one, but Page buckled
He waved one end of his scarlet belt above his
a pair of heavy pistols at his belt, threw his repeat- head.
ing rifle across his saddle-bow, and put spurs to his
There was a sudden angry roar, a deep bellow, a
rush of hoofs, a gleam of white horns, a wild cry,
horse with all the deter mination of a soldier.
But the journey to Hernandez's ranch was with- a cloud of dust-and as Page turned he saw the
out incident, and all day with his love seemed to cool place where his would-be murderer had 'been empty.
the anger of the man, so that when, an hour before
A wild steer had transfixed him and swept headI
sundown, he bade Zar eta good-by and turned his long with him into the river.
horse homeward, he had almost forgotten the danger
The American was saved.
of which he had that morning been warned.
The wedding took place in time, but the fate of
The road or trail ran westward, and after travers- Dion Combra is known to but one man in the Mexos
ing the highland for a couple of miles, descended to country.
••
••
the bottoms· of the Mexos.
The young lover had ridden as far as this point BATTLES WITH DEER WITH BARE HANDS
dreaming, and it was not until the hoarse bellow of
W. V. Ramos, of Mountain View, Cal., cornered a
cattle all around him attr acted his attention that he three-point buck in a hay field near that town and
aroused himself from his reverie. ·
seized the deer by the antlers, holding him during a
Then, however, he looked sharply about and struck half-hour battle befor e help arrived.
spurs to his horse:
Ramos was bruised and scratched but otherwise
"By heavens! A strange he:r:d ! I wonder how l uninjured. The deer was killed.
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INTERESTING ARTICLES
FOOLED FIFTY WOMEN
While Landru, the French bluebeard, still languishes in pris"on, charged with the murder of twelve
women to whom he had promised marriage, the
French police have arrested one of Landru's pupils.
The latter, however, never got to the murder pitch.
He was satisfied with getting the future bride's bank
account transferred to him, drawing her money out
and disappearing.
Thirty-eight years old, always well dressed and
using strong perfumes, he gave his name as Jean
Bernaud. He is accused of obtaining money by false
pretenses from fifty French women. Like Landru,
he kept a diary in which he entered the names of all
his fiancees and the amount received from each. He
usually courted women between the ages of forty
and forty-five.

"More than 150,000,000 head of stock were destroyed in Europe by the war. These will not be
replaced for many years, and in the meantime there
will be an immense demand at high prices.
"The United States is preparing to provide a portion of t_he supply for Central Europe. Before the
"\Var Poland and Galicia largely supplied the market.
Cat~le in these countries are now practically extinct.
In all European countries the supply of cattle was
greatly depleted. There are 230,000,000 people in
Europe who must be supplied with meat."
,
Mr. Kindersley advised direct sales of livestock
by cable to British buyers. This plan, he said, would
eliminate long credits. The Argentine, he said, had
adopted it. A reliable system of grading, he pointed
out, was necessary. Once this is done, and a sale
effecj;eaaccording to grade in England by cable, the
buyer will deposit in London to the credit of the
seller three-fourths of the price, the remaining
FRENCH FORESTS DENUDED OF GAME
fourth
to be paid on delivery.
A demand that Germany, Austria and Hungary
shall make good their ravages by restocking the
fields and forests of France with game has been
SEEKERS FOR ARMADA'S TREASURE
formulated by Count Clary, president of the St.
Salvage operations on the galleon De Florencia,
Hubert Club of France, which considers this restorthe treasure ship of Spain's "Invincible Armada,''
ation essential.
·
,
The principle that the invader should be held sunk off Tobermory 330 years ago, are beginning to
responsible for damage to French game was ac- yield results. These operations were begun in 1903.
cepted by the Commissioner of Reparations nearly Recently several breechblocks of cannon, bits of the
a year ago. Now that the Peace Treaty has been ship's hull and other relics have rewarded the treasratified by France, the St. Hubert Club, composed ure hunters' efforts.
The Florencia -was sunk by one of the MacLeans
of gunners, has drawn up the following demands;
"That Germany and Austria each be called upon of Morven, who fired her powder magazine. If her
to deliver to France 6,000 deer, 600,000 hares and main stores are retrieved from the sea the ship
3,000,000 brace of partridge, and that Austria and should yield a rich haul, for, according to contemHungary, together, should be required to deliver porary chroniclers, the ship's stronghold was full of
gold, silver plate and jewels, including a crown in1,000,000 pheasants."
The proposal is that delivery of "this indemnity tended for the coronation of the Spanish nominee
in kind," the value of which is placed at 35,000,000 to the throne of England. By a covenant made
shortly after the wreck, this crown, if recovered,
francs, shall be spread over two years.
goes
to the King of England, but the rest of the
From accounts furnished by French officers who
have been over the ground in the former enemy treasure to the Duke of Argyll.
The explosion which sank the De Florencia scatcountries, there is an immense amount of game of
tered the vessel and her contents over a wide area
all sorts available.
of seabed, and that fact has so far baffled those
who have tried throughout the centuries to locate
IVESTOCK RESERVOIR OF BRITISH EMPIRE the wreckage and treasure.
M. F. Kindersley, an English financier and meat
Inveraray Castle houses a beautiful ornamented
packer, on a recent visit to Calgary, said that in his bronze ordnance which was one of the galleon's
opinion the hopes of the world rest largely on the fifty-two guns. From time to time blunderbuses,
tfarmer. He pictured Canada as the future livestock swords, scabbards, doubloons and pieces of plate
reservoir of the British Empire, and said that live- have been brought up.
stock would prove the farmer's greatest source of
The bits of oak found, beHeved to be bits of the
profit.
JI ship's hull, are overlaid with a crust of compressed
"I look forward to the day when there will be shell as difficult as concrete to penetrate, and some
!between 20,000,000 and 30,000,000 head of cattle in time may elapse before it is possible to reach the
Western Canada alone," said Mrs. Kindersley. more important part of the sunken cargo.
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, ' leading men among the Senecas. He died January
20, 1830, at the age of eighty years. The name of
Red Jacket was given him from the circumstance
that toward the close of the Revolution a British
officer gave the young chief a richly embroidered
scarlet military jacket, which he wore with every
evidence of savage pride. In 1792, after a treaty
was made between the Unit ed States and the Six
nations, Washington gave Red J acket a large silver
medal, suitably inscribed, and this he wore unt il the
day of his death.
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GOOD CURRENT NEWS ARTICLES
Mrs. Anna L. Fisher of Santa Barbara, Cal., has
been made a Captain in the Ar abian Army, and has
been assigned . to duty as a cavalry officer with the
Sanitary Cor ps, according to a letter received recently from Damascus. The appointment is in recognition of her work in the organization of the work
of the American Red Cross in Damascus. To facilitate her work it was decided to give her a regular
commission in the Arab army. The formalities in
connection with this includes the signing of more
than fifty official documents in Arabic, English and
F rench.
Reports of the finding of a nugg·et of gold weighing
over three pounds, worth about $1,000, by a mucker
in t he employ of Stone & Webster, contractors for the
construction of the Caribou power plant of the
Great Western Power Company, have reached Oroville, Cal. The lucky finder dug the nugget from
the slide of the North Fork canyon. Realizing he
had found a chunk of real gold, he dropped his pick
and went to his bunkhouse, where he remained
awake all night, either feasting his eyes on his
wealth or guarding it. It is stated the bridge foreman had found several nuggets a few days before.

I I

GRINS
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AND

CHUCKLES

Suitor-What will your father settle on the man
who marries you? The Girl-All the rest of the
family, I suppose.
"I suppose you're one of those idiots that touch
wet paint to see if it's dry?" "No, I'm not. I touch
it to see if it's wet."
Belle-Why do you encourage that stupid Mr.
Binks? Mabel-Why, he says t hings I never heard
any other man say! Belle-Honestly? He proposed ?
"Sarah," said a governess t o one of her pupils,
"can you give the definition of a skipper?" "No,"
answered Sarah, "but perhaps a cheese mite."
A rich man who began life as a bootblack happened
to remark that he had taken a box at the opera, and
some one meanly asked him if a brush went with it.
Angry Father (to son)-You never saw me getting into a scrape like that when I was a boy. Flippant Son-No, dad, I never did.
Customer (returning and putting down counterfeit coin received in change)-! want a better half.
Clerk-Beg pardon, sir, but this isn't a matrimonial
agency.
"Talk is cheap," quoted t he moralizer. "Huh!"
rejoined the moralizer. "You just wait till your
wife begins to explain why she needs the money."

Red Jacket was ·a Seneca chief, born near the site
of Buffalo about 1750. During the Revolution he
The Maid-Ah, madam! ze fit zis gown! z e fit
fought for the Br itish, and was very eloquent in
preaching their cause, alth~ugh he did not perform is perfect! Madam-Yes, Marie but not nearly as
any notable fe~ts as a warno~ . In 181~ the Senec~s perfect as the one my husband will have when he
became the alhes of the Americans agamst the Ent- 1 receives the bill for the gown
·
ish, and in t he battle of Chippewa, Red Jacket led his I
men in gallant style. For many years he was the
J acobs- Tuwed's second wife started going in for
head of the Seneca nation, and always the defender
of the rights..,_of his people. In later years, however, spiritualism, but he soon cured her. Jacki>on-Hew?
he became very intemperate and was finally deposed Jacobs-He went with her and started receiving
by an act in writing, signed by .twenty-six of the messages from his first wife.
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ITEMS OF GENERAL INTEREST
CLEANING LONDON'S AIR
Unsuspecting Lo11doners would probably be very
uncomfo1~table if they knew what the Atmosu.here
Pollution Resef1rch Department recently discovered
about their city; that each cubic inch of air in the
vicinity of London contains 6,000,000 particles of
dust. Pure mountain air contains only 30,000 such
particles to the inch.
·
Germs, too, are so plentiful that it is estimated a
man putting in a ten-hour day in the city inhales
some 37,000,000 microbes of all kinds.
It has been put up to the Atmosphere Pollution
:Research Department to find a remedy.
RINGS ALARM FOR POSTMAN.
, Henry Johnson, nineteen, arrived in recently
from Sweden and his first act at the house of relatives was to write a letter to his mother. Henry got
postage stamps from his uncle and was told to post
the letter in a box nearby.
·
· He hurried to the nearest box and tried to open it.
The dooi· did not budge and Henry tugged at the
handle. It was a fire alarm box, and presently the
firemen arrived with their apparatus. ·
Henry stepped toward Capt. Veit, a smile wreathing his face, and handed the letter to him. He
thanked the firemen in b,roken English for their
quick service and started for his uncle's house.
Capt. Veit grabbed him by the collar and took him
to Police Headquarters. He remained there until
his uncle arrived and explained the situation.

LAKE VICTORIA NYANZA.
Reuter's representative has had an interview
with Commander B. Whitehouse, R. N., who has
lately returned to England on completion of. a d~
tailed survey of the British portion ,of the Victoria
Nyanza undertaken by the Uganda Railway Committee in view of the completion of the railway
from Mombasa and of the consequently enhanced
value of the lake and its navigation. This, the first
detailed Government survey of this great inland sea,
has resulted in very considerable additions to our
knowledge of the lak~ regions. It has been found
that an inclosed stretch of water forty miles long
exists on th~ east side of the lake, and that outside
its mouth a valuable tract of high country with a
large population juts out into the lake where previously only a few islands were supposed to be,
Commander Whitehouse, with one assistant, Mr.
C. S. Hunter of the Uganda Railway, accompanied
by thirty Swahilis, spent thirteen months in exploring in small steel boats every part of the British
shore of the Nyanza. Over 2,200 miles of coast
line, or mainland and island have now been accurately charted, and in parts the maps of the lake
shore have been altered beyond recognition. The
lake is found to be studded with a very large munber of islands of varying size, many of them densely
populated. Preparations are being made for the
development of the lake traffic with the opening
of the railway, and passengers leaving the train at
Port Florence will step on board twin-screw steamers alongside the jetty, which will convey them ~o
the different stations. One of the steamers for this
service has already left England. Another steamer
will follow.
These vessels are 175 feet long and draw 6 feet
of water.

HURT MAN USED CARDS.
Leonard B. Clore, a farmer of Johnson County,
formerly Representative in the Indiana Legislature
and now President of the Federal Bank at
Louisville, appeared on the streets
of Franklin, Ind., the other day on
crutches.
Instead of going into detail concerning the "whys and wherefores,"
he presented a card to each person
·who asked him how it happened.
Price 35 Cents Pbr Copy
- 60 LESSONS
60 LESSONS
The card read as follows :
This handsome publication contains 64 pa.ges o~ rea~ing matter. It was
written by one of the most expert scenar:io writers m .the world . . Every
"Made a cripple Sept. 3, 1919,
known angle of scenario writing is explained. There is no necess1t.y for
you to apply to so-called correspon~enc~ schools, or t o take .Pnvate
Louisville, Ky. Not drunk or run
tuition in the art of scenario construct~on, if you have a .copy of this book.
over by an automobile; merely
It teaches eTerything necessary to write salable scenarios.
.
slipped out the front door. FracIf ou have an imaginative mind to invent plots, you can learn the ~ntire
technique of photoplay constn~ction from this book at the low pnce of
tured the head in the fifth metatar35 cents.
sal bone. Foot now in plaster-paris
.,
For Sale by All News-dealers and Booksellers
cast. Will remove same October 29,
If you cannot procure a copy, send us the price, 35 cents, in money ~r
1919.
Getting along fine. Loss
postage stamps, and we :will mail you one, postage free. 4,ddress ·
L. SENARENS, No. 219 Seventh Avenue, New York, N. Y.
fully covered by insurance.
"L. B. CLORE."

SCE ARIOS
How to Write Them
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TRICK CIGARETTE BOX.

tTEMS OF GENERAL INTEREST
l'E R S OYAL

GL'S-Hilda j,, rnry ill ow ini' to yo ur abs enc<' fr om h om • . Het n rn. E ve r y thing will
be fo r g i n •n . \Y ri te, le t t ing u s know ho w
~·o u are. - ~ r. W .

BOYS KILLS LION COYOTE.
Fifteen-year-old Theodore Mason is a hero in Zion City, Ill.
Armed with a small caliber rifle
Mason shot and killed a coyote
which, for several weeks, had
been hunted by the police. The
animal had killed chickens valued at several hundred dollars.
A reward of $50, offered by the
mayor, was turned over to the
youthful hunter.
AROUND THE WORLD
AERIAL DERBY.
The Aero Club of America has
recently announced an aerial
derby around the world, being
organized under the auspices of
that club, for which efforts are
being made to secure a prize
fund amounting to $1,000,000. A
special commission has been appointed.
EARNS $4 A DAY WITH ONE
HAND.
Despite the loss of her left
hand in an accident, Miss Mina
Train is making her own way
through the world. She is now
earning $4 a day peeling and
slicing fruit in a local cannery,
and by holding the fruit with

This one Is a corker! Get a box rlgbt
away. It you want to have a barrel ot joJ.
H e re' s the secret : It looks like an ord vary r ed box ot 'l'urkisb cigarettes. But
It contains a trl1rner. under which y ou place
a paper ca p. OITer yo ur friend a smoke
nnd be raises the lid ot the box. TLat ex·
pl od es the cap, sod lt yo u are wise you will
get out or sight with the box before he ceta
ove r tblnkinir he was ahot. Prlce Ulc. poat·
paid.

her left elbow is able to work as
rapidly as two-handed employees.
"OPEN WINTER" PRE..DICTED
"The signs point to an open
winter," is the view of a guide
of Saranac Lake, N. Y., whose
weather predictions have been
regarded as being shrewd if not
uncanny. He says that the hazelnuts this winter have very little
meat in them-natu re isn't making much prov1s10n for the
squirrels. The fur-bearing animals have unusually light coats
for this time of the year-they
are not being protected against
the approach of severe weather.

~ANG.

1815 €entre St .• B'klyn. N, Y.

FUN AND AMUSEMEN T

AlO'. HODY CAN'
OH, BOY!
l\'OW IMIT ATE BIRDS,
FOWLS, ANUIALS , STEAM·
BOAT WHI STLES. MUSIC AL
11\'S TRUMENTS, ETC., with
mouth and hands. New book,
"l\limicry ahn p li8 ed'' (Ulu•...
trat-e d). reYeels bow. Surprlo·
S7 lmltatloDI
lngly eas y.
co mpl ete, 25 cents, postpaid.

Addre•s all orders to
WOLl ' F l\'OVELTY CO .. Dep~. I.
No. 165 W. 2Sd St., N. Y.
TWO-CA RD MONTE.

famoua triek gets ~em
pi ek up a e11rd an•
wlle» you i<rnk at It you fiad
y o u b~v e n ' t got U1e eard yea
~ thou g l1t yeu had. Price lOc, lt7
lllAll. pos t pai fi.
T h is

all.

"

~eu

FRANK SMITH, 521 W. 134th St., New York.
LINK

SHOT AND BEAT STURGEO N
A sturgeon weighing 150
pounds was shot several times
and :finally beaten to death by
clubs in the hands of men who
were working on dikes for protection of farms along the upper
Quinault River, .Wash., several
days ago. The big fish became
stranded on a shallow riffle and
its struggles attracted the attention of the men, who thought
they had found a sea serpent.
The :fight lasted for an hour and
a half before the fish was killed.
It was the first of its kind ever
seen above the lake.

THE

LINK

PUZZLE.

T he s en sation of the day.
Pron ounced by all, the most
baftl ng a nd sc!Pn ti(ic novelty
out. 'l.'bou sand s have worked
at it for h o urs without mast eri n g i t, still it can be d on e In two sec.onds
s t he p ro per t wi st. but unlink
b y g i ving the
less yo u kn o w b o w, t he h a rd e r yo u twi st
th em th e t ig hte r the y gro w . Prl r e 6ci· 3 for
loc: on e dozen, soc. by ma il. p ost pall .
FRANK SMITH, 521 W. 134th St., New York.
BLACK-EYE JOKE.

New an d a m usi ng Joker. The
victim i s t ol d t o bold the tube
c lo se t o h is ey e so as to exclude
all ligh t fro m t he I.Ja ck. an!} th ~n
t o remo ve the tube un t il pict una
appea r i n t he center In nyinc
to loca t e the pictnres he will re·
cc ive the tln e• t black- e ye you
ever S llW. W e fu r ni s ll a sma ll
box ot blac k eninii: pre para tion
with ench t ube. s o th P joke can
. h e n s~ d i n d efinitely. Tho se not
Jo t he t r ick will be caught ever7

ti m('. .\. Uso lutf• l .\· lu-l\' m lesl'. PrlrP. hV" mall.
WOLF}<' NOVELTY CO ., 165 W. 2Sd St., N. Y.

"M vine Pict11re Storie s'' "MYSTERY MAGA ZINE"
A Weekly Magazine Devoted to Photoplays and Players
PRICE SIX CENTS PER COPY

• THE BEST FILM MAGAZINE ON EARTH

Magnificent Colored Cover Portraits
j a2 Pages of Reading.Performers.
Out Every Friday

I

I

of Prominent

Each number contains Five S t o r i es of t be Bes t Film s on the
Screens-El egant Half -t o ne Scen es f ro m tbe P la.Ys- I nteres ting
Articles Ab o ut Prominen t P eop le in t h e F il m.s-Dolngs of
Actors and Actresses in the Studios nn d ·w hile Picture- m akingLessons in Scena rio Writing.
THIS

LITTLE MAGAZINE GIVE S YOU ~IO RE l!' OR YO U R
MONEY 'l' HAN ANY OTHER SIMILAR PUB·
LICATION ON THE MAR KET!

Its autbors are the ver y b es t th a t m on e y ca n procure; Its
,Profuse illustrations a r e ex q uisit e, a nd Its s p ecial A.rticles are by
tbe greatest experts in their par ticular line.
Buy a co py Now fro m y our n ew s d ea le r, o r send u s 6 cents In
money or p ostage stamps, and we will mail you any numb er
you desire.

HARRY E. WOLFF, Pub., 166 W. 2311 St., New York City

PUBLISHED SEMI-MONT HLY. 10 CENTS A COPY ..
Handsome Colored Covers-32 Pages of Reading-Gre at
Authors-Fam ous Artists-Fine Presswork

It con tains ex citin g and m y s t eriou s c1et ectirn. s tories, sket ch es,
n ovele ttes, seri als a nd a Ja r g e awount of oth er rnte res trng matter.
Or d er a co py from thi s lis t .
-

LATEST I SS UES No.
H THE SIGN OF THE DRAGON, by C. Martin Eddy,

No.
3u TRAII, ED BY A FREK CB
ReD E'.l'ECTIVE, by R
naud .
37 A DR0P OF INK. by :Lieut.
Robert W. Warden .
38 THE TEN DOCTORlO>. lt;o
Allan Arnold Fox.
39 THE STAIN ON PAGE 61.
by Charles T . Jordan.
40 THE l\IASKED ~IY :S TE R Y,
bv Police Seri: eant E:e llY.
H THE BLACK SO UL. by
B eul ah Poynte r .
42 SANCTUARY, by W!lliam
Hamilton Os born e.
43 THE MYSTE R Y OF THE
by
SHADOWS,
SEVEN
Charles F . Oursler.

Jr.
45 "THE MAGIC OF DETECTIV E WOO FANG," by
Frank Whitfield.
46 '£H E D ECOY:. by Wllllam
H a mil t o n Os horn e.
H OUSE WITH 30
47 'l'HE
ST EPS, by nll.lpb D. Porter.
CL 0 CK
Tl:LE
48 W HEN
STRUCK 13, hy D r . Harry
E n to n.
49 A PIECE OF BLOTTING
PAPE R, b y Doro th y Weber .
50 TH E $200,000 MYS'£ E RY, by
Etb et · Rosem.nu.

The Famous Detective Story Out To-day in No. 51 is
"THE CASE OF DOCTOR BRICE," by Mary R. P. Hatch
FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher, 168 W. 23d St., New York City.

I

want a letter from every man and woman

who Is affiicted with Rheumatism, Lumbago
or Neurale-ia. uivin&r me their n ame and ad·
dress.sol can send each one he.a, One Dollar
bottle of my Rheumatic
Remedy. I want to convince every Rheumatic
suirerer at my expense
that my Rheumatic
Remedy does what thous-

~ !~fe~ ~J;~f.":il~'t U:e~:

· compllsh. I feel sure of
it and I want every
Rheumatic suJ!erer to
know it and be sure of i t

1 :~~~i~ e-~~~~ r; ~~~~

· .

Rheumatism out through the feet or skin with
plasters or cunnine metal contrivances. Don't
try to tease it out with liniments, electricity or
mail'lletism. Don't try to imautne it out with
mental science. Yoti must Qlrive it O'Ut. It ls in
the blood and y<>tt must yo after it,
'.rhis is just what I believe Kuhn's Remedy
w ill do, and that is why it relieves Rheumatism, 1 believe that Rheumatism comes from
Uric Acid in the blood, and Uric Acid and
Kubn's Rheumatic Remedy cannot live together
in the same blood. '.I'he Rheumatism has to go
if you want J;o be free from pain and sutrerlng.
My Remedy relieves the sharp, shooting valns,
<lull, aching muscles, bot. tbrobbine, swollen
limbs, and st!trened joints, and relieves tbem
quickly.

Iall toCAN
. PROVE IT
you it you wl!lonlyletmedo it. will prove

I
much in one week, if you will only wri te and ask
my Company to send you a.dollar bottle FREE,
according to the follo wing o:tror. I d on 't care
what form of Rheumatism you have or how Ion~
you have had it. I don' tea.re whatotherremedios
you have used. If you have not used mine you
don'tknowwha.ta?·ea! rheumatioremed;vwilldo.

Rea<J,O'Wl'o:ff'er&r/J~
belowan<J,smd.
_/01' it atone;:,
·,
.__ . ~

·Dollar Bottle Free

Wedo not send a small sam1>levia.l, containing
only a thimbleful and of no practical value , but
afull-~izcdbottU, selllngregularly atdrui:-•toros
for One Dollar each. This bottle is heavy and
we must pay Uncle Sam to carry it to your door.
YO'U must send. us 25 cents to pay postage, malling case and packing, and tbis full-sized One
Dollar Bottle will he promptly sent you, free,
everytbln1rnrepaid. Tb ere will benothingtopa;y
on receipt or later. Don't wait until your He<wt
Va.iv.., are inlured by Rh eumatic poison, but
send today and iret a One Dollar Bottle fl'ee.
Only one bottle free to a f amily and only to those
who send, 25 cents f<YI' charges.
Dept. D.

KUHN R EMEDY COMPANY

1

1 855 Milwaukee Avenue Chicago, Ills.

a

Thre e

ways to
,.edu c e

y o ur

weight

P articulars mailed free to any addreaa,

Hall Chem .Co. De t. B-124St. Louis. Mo.

- LEARN BOW TO -BWTBE..JUiifoRilEAinit
SHUT YOUR MOUTH ! ~~:th:S N::ut.te!~~

r~ f~£;~~ ·~
· ,Q. I

o

deadlr tnfee· ·

~
~

(Also called Tetter, Salt Rheum, Prurltus, Mllk·Crust, Weeping Ski n, eto.)
ECZ EM A CAN BE CURED TO STAY, and when I say cured, I mean just what I say-C·ll'·ll·E-D,
and cot merely D&tcheo up tor awhile, to return worse than before. Now. I do not care what
all you have used, nor how many doctors have told you that you could not be cured-all I
uk fs just a chance to show you that I know what I am talking about. It you will write me
TO -DAY, I will send you a FR EE T RI AL of my mild, soothing, guaranteed cure that will conrtnce
r ou rnore in a day than I or anyone elBe could in a month's time. If you are disrusted aud
d l!coura&'ed, I d are you to &ive me a chance to prove my claims. By writing me to-day you will
;:ur:vse1:"ole a:111tef~1o~~utbth~ ~th~ad ever thought this world holds for you. Just try it. and you

DR. J. E. CA'NNADAY ·

HU Park Square
References: Third Nationtj

Bank, Sed&lla, Mo.

SEDAUA. MO.
Could you do a bettor aot than to send this aotloe
1D so1111 poor sulloror of Eczema ?

::: :~!U::~
~rb1r~:1~:

o

'

g

.

.

~

ThealrJsfullofr
· i r a · A annoya n ce a
lent cerms, mouth
· ·
"Breathe·Rlte "
1
~:::ithei:nd I ~ a l
=dd~i:!:~ ;!~
eon.etant peril.
Indorsed by ph75l-

i:

W ea. r

without
Best Supply Houses Have

cians,
Them~

Booklet

Free~

Price $ 2 .00

BREATHE-RITE CO., Dept. K, Ann Arbor, Mich.
B OOK ON

DOG DISEASES
And How to Feed
Mailed free to au:v addrela by
the Author

;i111erica'c
H. CLAY GLOVER CO., Inc.,
Pioneer
Dog Medicim ll8 Weit 31st Street, New York

How to Reduce
Your Weight

'

OOMETO THE

44

MOVIES''
At My House-To-night

A Simple, Safe, Reliable Way.

5011000 Boys lllladfJ Happy
Read These Letters
From Happy Boys:

(

6howat Clear Plcturea
I have been very slow in send-

~~ n>~r:,a~rc~~~e L~~~~~e~

few weeks ago and I think It Is

'

:u~:~re.~~!~ s~o;~\1t~:18 ~t
1

would. I am veny proud of lt.
I t hank you very much fpr lt

an<) I am g!&d to have It. I
gaye an enterta.tnment two
days alter I got It. Leopold
Lamonta.cne, 54 Bummer Ave .•
Central Falls, ·R. I.

l/.old Hla fop $10.00
and Ordered AnoShar
Some time ago I r ot ODO ot
your Mn.chines and I am very
After

m uch pleased- wi th lt.

!'o~~Yf~o~ts11°rf.o"ob~t: r':l~~jho~

mine. Be bas It and entertains
bis fam!ly ntahtly. I have nmv
d~ctded to
another one or
~~~et~aMh~a~n. N . D~~~h:J.el

I

Net

Would Not Give Aw~
for $25.00
·
My M ovlni: Picture Macb!ne

ls a e-ood one a od I would not
a-Ive It awaf tor $25.00. It's
. tho best macaine I ever had and

~n:.ls~J'Jl~rh~~~Y, ~~~ii1es~ft/;,~
p,.,

A Real

I

Box 34.

Better Than a $12.00
Machine

Moving
Plotua•e
Show In
Your Own Home

Cured His RUPTURE

Reme m ber, this ts\ a Genuine
~lov ln:; l'lcture 1\l acblne and the
motimY pictures ar~ clear. sharp ancl
distinct.
The Moviqg Picture Machine
finely constru"ted, and carefully put
gether by skilled workmen.
It i• made of
RUMian Metai, has i: beautiful finish, and is
!'Perated hr ~ fi!lely constructed mechanism, con~st-.
ing of nn CIKnt wheel movement, etc.

q

The proJect!ng:

lellllea are oarefo!!y ground and adjusted, triple polished,
standa!'d double e;<tra reflector, throwin11 a ray of lii:ht
ma11y, feet, and enlorgiofl: the picture on th~ ooreen up
to three or four !cct in area. The light is produced by
11 safety carbide i:enerator, such as is u•ed on the lar11·
eat automobiles. This throws a dazalin11 white light uf
500 cnndle-power on the screen.
It is not a toy; it is a solidly construrted and durable
Movin~ Picture Machine.
The mcchnni• m is exceed·
ingly Simple and is readily operated by the most ine%·
paHenoed.
The_ J>ictures abown by this marvelous
hio ving Picture Machine are not the common. crude
and lifeless Magio Lantern variety, but are life-like photo•
11:r11phio reproductions of actual ecenes, places and people,
which never tire its audiences. This Moving Picture Machine
lap ca.used a rousin~ enthusiasm wherever it ia used.
)This Movin11 Picture Machine whiclt l want to •~nd
you FREE, 11ivea clear and life-like Moving Pictures a• &re
ehown at any regul~r Moving Picture ahow. It fla1he1
movinc pic tures on the sheet before you. This Machine
and Box of Film &re FREE-absolutely free to every boy in thi• 111nd who wants to write for
an O utfit, frpe to firls and free to older people. Read MY OFFER below, which shows you
bow to 11et this M rvcloue M .. cbine.

How You Can Get Th!s Great Moving
Machine-Read My Wo~derful Offer to

I

COUPON

l was badly ruptured while lifting a tl .;nk
several years ago. Doctors said my only
hope of cure was an operation. Trusses
did me n o good. Finally I g ot hold of some·
thing tha t quickly and completely cured
me. Y ea rs have passed and tl:)e rupture has
never return ed, although I am doing hard
wo r k as a carpenter. '.!.'here was no opera·
tion, no Jost time, no trouble. I have noth·
Ing to sell, but will give full information
about how you may find a comple te cur~
without op er a tion, If you write to me,
Eugene M. Pulle n, Carpenter, 679F Marcel·
!us Av enue, Manasquan, N . J . Better cut
out this notice and show it to any 6th.era
who are ruptured-you ma:y save' a life or
at l east stop th e misery of rupture and tu
:Worry and danger of an operation.
v
If you know some one
who drinlts wllis ky, b ~e r,
gin or a11_v othe r ako·
holic beverages, to his lnj11ry . :von may ob·
tuin FREE, a very helpfnl bnok by writing
to Edw. J. W oods. DA·103, Station F, New
York. Show' how to conquer drink habU.

Yau

HERE IS what you are to do in order to get t his aipo.zing Moving Picture Mo.chine and the real
Moving Pictures: Send your name and address-that ie all. Write nan1e and address very plainly.
Mail to-day. As soon as I receive it I will mail you 20 of the most be::iutiful premium pictures you
ever saw-all brilliant and shimmering colors. Theee pictures are printed in many colors and
arp.ong the titlea are such subjects as "Bet•v Ron Making the Fir•t American Flag"-"JVashinoton at
HJo-,"-"Battlt of Lak• Erie," etc. I want you to distribute these premium rjotures on a speci> ._
31}oc:sent offer amonrt the people you know. \Vhen you ~~~
bave distributed the 20 premiu:n pictures on my liberal
.J
Ill'!"
ft
offer you wiU have collected $6.00. Send the
r
$6 .00 to me and I will immediately send you
.
.
•FREE the Mov. ing Picture M acbine with comCood for Moving Picture Off• ,
plekl O utfit and t he Box of Film .
Simply eut out th!• Free Coupon,
68.000 of these mnchJoea have made
p1n It to a. sheet o f p a pe r. ma..11 to me
l_0,000 boys h&Q.PY· Answer at once·.
wt t b your name 11.nd n.ddress writ.ten
Bo the llr~t In :i>qur town to Qet one.
pl ~ln!y, and I wm ••nd you Use 20
M. CROFTON, Secy.,
Pictures at once. Addr... ,~· ·
W. 43d Street, Dept. 480 , New York
M. CROFTON Secy.;
""il'V"l""'~"'-"'l~'l'li'¥""'""'¥~"'11~""''¥~""''~..-...::-;;_;;;;.,-;;..;...&15 W. W St~ Dept. 480,. New y ...

PLEASE
USE

If you are carry in g aroun<J t en to sixty
pounds of uub ealtb y fat you are unn eces·
sarily w eakening y our vital organs and are
bearing a burden which destroYs the beauty
of y our figure.
Wby c ontinue to b e a victim of super·
tluous f a t ? If you w:..nt to reduce your
w ei g ht in a simple, safe and re'. lable way,
without sta rva tion diet o r streu u ous exl)rcise,
here i s a t est worth trying. Speull s ome
time daily in the open air, take s eYe n deep
breaths ea ch morning and ni.llht and get
from any g ood druggist a box of oil of
korein caps ules; t a ke one after each meal
and one b efore retiring at night; also fo llow
the other simple directions t.bat comu with
the box .
W eigh y o urself/ once a week , so as to know
just how fast you are los in!? weig ht, and
don ' t leave off the trea t ment on even s kip a
single dose until you are dowp to normal.
Oil of korein is a b s olutel y bat· ml es~. is
plea sant to take anll he lps d i_g estlon. Even
a few !lay s' treatme nt has bt>Pn reported to
show a noticeable r eduction in w eight . the
step b ecom es lightel', your wllrk ea s ier ; a
m ore bu oyant, viva cious f eeling t ak .:> s pos·
sess io n of y our whol e body and mind .
If y ou a r e overs t out you should give tb:s
t rea tm en t a tl'ia l. You are vei:y likely to be
aud delighted. AmaZ!' your friends,

ree "'oupo-

All

PRICES

Balbriggan. $! .25
Lin on (Mosh) . $1.50
Fine Glove Silk.$2.00
Heavy Silk (Mesh) $2.511

Sizes

One Extra
Sack

At 11our t.Ualera or •~nt po•tJHJ.icl on f'eo~t of J>T'ic•

A.R.CHISHOLMCO.,NttwYork, N.
Suite 54 J.

y;

1328 Broadway

•

ICK HAIR CROWT Hi

SHE WAS OBESE

Bax Free To You I

; The ahadow on this picture giT01
you an idea how 1he looked &Dd
felt. By taldnr Oil of Koroln and
roUowtnc the eaq directions 1h• re•
ducesl 38 pounds in three month.a.
New ehe i1 aaue. attrnctive,
mentallJ' alert and 1n better
health. Reliable anU-fat 101!treatmeut. Buy a small box
•t the drur store.
Oil of
Kertin i it COlBtll in captulee.
Many women han reduced
•&&117, lasuociJ', IO to 60 J;>Ounds. Sate &nd p l _ ,
m.ethod. endorsed by phyalctans. For free book (Jf adrice (1.J plain wrapper) write to Korein Co .• NH~l03,
otaUon II', New York Clt;p. Show tAla Ml friend.I.

~oac

YUIJt<

Under th., tab!<!, Into a

..:

Open

Leu.

tneen..

Bnlal'Ced

Vidns.

:n:czema

anywhf!re. Our lessons
in
VENTBILOQUISJl
teaches you. Wilh our

VENTRILO

SORE LEGS HEALED

(fits in the mouth and
ca nnot be seen) you
imitate Birds, Anlma4;, etc. without
moving your lips.
This outfit and book of
JOKES by mail for lOc.
ARDEE CO.,
~

bealu

irl>il• yov ""rlc. - Write for book ''How to Roal Ml
Lop o.t
Deac:tbo 1<K1r cue.

a.re

E

Trunk, down Cellar or

K-•·"

L C. LIEl"I!, 1457 Green Bu Awnua. Mllwauk.., Wla

,.

,~L~u

Dept. 46. ~... ,,,~.~~. _P-_
. i_
. _,__==,--
....-FANCY BAND RINC FREE. Cold
FiJled, warranted S yean.

To

make

uce our lhcaalrK~d Rina
16 ct.a. tor a 9 moo ha' aur>:

Rl•A·c r.'l."'il:'
..· 11 b• ...J
.C-w York.I• M.
II pa, key•• fJS
PERSONAL-C ontinuecl

"ll

MARRY; MANY RICH. Particulars tor stamp. Kn.
Mlru],<on, 3053 W. Holden St., Seattle, Waah.
IF YOU W lliH a pretty and wealthy wife, write me
enclosing a stamped ennlove and I wilJ answer.
Write to Riker & King, Advertising Offices, 118 East 28th Street, New York City, Lillian Surnul, Station H, CleTeland. O.
tr 8 Sottth Wabash Aventte, Chicago, for pa1·ticulars about advertising ;,. this
MARRY
Most successful "Home Yaker!'
magazine. HundredsIF rLONELY.
ich; confidential; reliable; descrlptiona free.
"The Successful Club." P. 0. Box 5~6. Oakland. Cal.
AIDS TO EFFICIENCY
HELP
WANTED
MARRY: Names, Addresses, ladles and .CBiltlemen dest.r·
I E AN EXPERT PENMAN. New derlce guides your
ing early marriage 25 cts. Sweetheart's Magazine..
hand. Corrects your writhi& 1n one week. No failures. LAD I ES WANTED, and MEN, too, to address envelopes and man ad~ertising matter at home for large Barnes City, Iowa.
Complete outline Free. Write. Perfect Penmanship Inmail order firms, spare or whole time. Can make !llARRY: Wealth, Beouty. Ladles listed
1Utute. 39, St. Louis.
free. Lar10
$10 to $35 wkly. No ca~ltal or ' experience required.
matrimonial paper free for atamp. Cupid's Bertster,
WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG . We rertse J;>Oems, Book
explains el'erything; send 10 cts. to co•er postage, Phoenix, Arizona.
write music and guarantee to secure publication. Sub- etc. Ward Pub.
Co.,
Box
77.
Tllton,
N.
H.
mit poems on any subject. Broadway Studios. 165C.
MARRY:
Thousands congenial people, worth from
J'ltzgcrald Building. New York.
WANTED -Stories, articles, 1>0ems !or new magazine.
$1.000 to $50,000 seeking early marriaco, description,
·
We pay on acceptance. Typed or handwritten MSS. vhotos, introductions fr ee. Se&led. Either sex. Send
ONE DIP PENS. Writes 600 words with one dip.
Sample 5 els. Jacobs, 6~ Seymour St., New Britain, accevtable. Send MS. to Woman"s National Magazine. no money. Address Standard Cor. Club, Gra:ralake, Ill.
D•sk 1058, Washln«ton. D. C.
Ct.
SECRET SERVICE Of"ERATIVES AND DETECTIVES
SCIENTIFIC
AGENTS

AGENTS, make ble profit selling our extracts. perfumes, cold creams, fa.ce powders, spices, medicines,

:!~~le be:;:~tulfre~~gh-r:c~~sta1~08 bo.~xc~~~ ~59~1 toSt:

Louis. Mo.
AG EN TS-Marvelous dye soap; brJlltant fast colors;
quick. big V"Oflts; $75 weekly on repeat orders; women
amazed; buy regula.rly; Egyptian Queen Dye Soap a
wonder ; dyes silk. cotton, wool one minute: absolutely
dlfrt"l'tHlt; beautiful colors. U:ht or dark: no boiling;
will not ataln hands; perfect results; no experience necC!'8&rY; all or sp&re time; write to-day; wonderful ofter;
other Taluable products. Add ress Peerless Products Co.•
Dept. 505. 618 ,V. Jackson B'mlevard. Chlcaco. Ill.

ART AND DEN PICTURES

ORIENTAL 'DANCER; she does real Salome wlrrle,
4enled 25 cts. Hamilton :Uf:?.. Barnes Clty, Iowa.
REAL PHOT!lGRAPHS. sure to plea.e. Send 25 els.
Hamllten Company. Barnes. <'l tv. Iowa.

COINS AND ST AMPS

STAMPS: 105 mixed, Incl. Chin•. etc., 2 els.; Album
(509 pictures). 3 cts. Bullard. Ne. 20. Sta. A. Bos ton.
fftEE-25 dltr. Canadian Sta:rnps to approTal sl)eet
!LPPlicants. Robinson. Box 1773, Winntpof. Canada.
FREE, packet of a:ood stamps to all approval apvllcants
sendini' reference. Mobius Book Emporium. WiAnipee-,
)fan.

d

FREE.

canta.

10 Lonr Civil Wor Stamps to appronl •llPllRob1nson. Box 1773. Wlnntoer. Canada.

FOR THE HEAL TH

IEO. REVNOLDS. who weighed 240 lbs .. was cum1

bersome. ailing and uncomfortable, Teduced hi~ weight
lo 116 IQ•. JI rate of one vound d&!J1 by uslnc 011 er
koreln. Obtainable at bus1 drug stores enrywbere in
America.
iH E uFLUt~ is comtnr back. Last .,.ear 11- killed more
in & few wee.ks Utan were killed in Europe during the
war. Le•f!l ho'ff to uold It. It cost& you nothing.
Write llox 9&!. Vlcto•ia, B . C.
INGROWING NAILS A!ID CHILllLAl!IS CURED . No
lmtre. no P•ln. :itcmed!es sold
tr!&!, aulck relief.
Write Eugene Eaton . Dept. SS. Brandon. Ore&on.

•n

llLK RE MN ANTS. Larreat pack•1•• yet o«ered. Square
QI 1tamved satin fr1e with Ole?J p&ckage. 12 els.
..... A1eney, Pertlaud, Ko.

are in demand. Earn bti m.oneJ. Truel enrrwhere. Fascinating work. Learn this profession by YOUR LIFE STORY In the stars. Send birth date &lid
dime for trial reading. Eddy, 840 East 55th, ChlcaCQ.
home study. Particulars tree. American School of

f'rlmlnology. Dept. M. Detroit. Mich.

MEN-WOMEN-GIR LS-BOYS o•er 18 needed for GoTernment J)Ositlons, $92-$150. Experience unnecessaey. List
openings Free. Wri~. Ozment, 149, St. Louis. lie
<-on~h1eted Examinations.
DETECTIVES earn big -.money. Tranl. be independent,
easlly learned. Write Johnson's Detective Bchuol, 282
Sheldon A.•e .. Grand Rapids. Mich. Desk D.
RAILWAY TRAFFIC INSPECTORS: Splendid pay &nd
&lt>OD~es.
Tranl 1t desired.
Unlimited a.d,ancement. No age limit. Three months' boi:ne study. Sit..
URt\on arranged.
:Prepare for permanent PO:illtion.
Write for booklet C. M. 101, Standa.rd Business Tl:~ln
lng Institute, Butrnlo, N. Y.
$6.25 FOR AN EVENING'S Home work. Instructions
10 cts. John !"'. Rahn. Cullom. Ill.
F!llEMEN. Brakemen. B•n•remen. $140-$200. Col·
ored Porters. by railroads everywhere. Ex~rienee ~
ne~essa,r:r.
8&1 Ry. Bqreau. East St. Louis, Ills.

U. S. A., Apartment 73.
WHAT HAS 1920 IN STORE FOR YOU. ZANCIG8
NEW Astrological reading will tell about business,
love, marriage, etc. Send date or birth. Ask one question 25 cts. stamps. Za.ncJgs Studio, Asbury Park. N. J.
ASTROLOGICAL READING g!Tcn with Key to Healtb,
worth $1. IO cts. Joseph De•ere, A.A., 123 Wes&
Madison. Chtoago, Ill.

MISCELLAN EOUS

WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG. We reflle poem9,
write music and guarantee to secure pu~UcaUon. Sub·
mtt poems on any subject. Broadway Studios. 165C,
Fitzgerald Building, New Tork.
f{ODAKERS: How would you like to aet a 9sll en·
Ia.rgement of your best negative free? Drop us a card
rirht now. asking about 1t. Films \developed at 10 cts.
per roll. prints 3 cls., ~ and 5 cts. each. Satisfaction
guaranteed.
Ford's Foto Studio, Ellensburr. Waah.
BOYS: 20 !ates! Hot A.Ir Cards with big bunch of
magazines~ vrtnted matter sent you for 13 eta., cotn
or stamps. Empire Suvply Company, 2• Norri.I An.•
Pawtucket, R. 1.
MUSICAL
WRIT!; THE WORDS FOR A SONG. WI write mualc. TO BACCO or Snutr H&blt cured , or no pay. $1, If
cured. R emedy aent on trial. Superb& Co.. PC.
parantee publisher's acceptanc~. Submit Doems on
patriotism. loTe or any subject. Che11ter Mus.la Co.. 920 Baltimore, Md.
Ro. Mtchfcan A T6.. Suite 249, Chicago, Ill.
GENUINE INDIAN BASKETS-Wholes ale and retail.
Catalogue. Gilham. Highland Springs. Cal.
WRITE A SONG -LoTO, Mother, Home, Childhood,
patrlc;ittc or a.11.y subject.
I comJ>OSe musle and BOOKS, f"ICTURES. Just what you want. Catalo1
guarantee publication.
Send words to-day. Thomas
free. United Sales Co., RK, Sprlnglleld, Ill.
Merlin, 298 Re aper Bleck, Chlcaro.
ELECTRICAL Tattoolnc Machlue, $3, $5 and $1. C&t•·
WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG. We re•lse poems.
loruo for stamp. J. H. Temke, 1019 Vine, K. Clnwrite music a.nd guarantee te secure publtcatton. Sub- cln11~t1. O.
mll poems on any subiecl. Bro&dW&7 Studlqs, 165C,
FREE. Bend 10 cts. for coin culde and cot old coin
Flt•rerald Bulldtnr. "l'/e,. Tork.
free. Durso, Dept. 89, 25 .Mulberry St., N. Y. City.
MAa IC WORDS. Win your heart's desire. Copy one
PERSONAL
dime. R. K. Smedley, 152 Miller, Brookbn, N. Y.
WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG. We reflle J>OOml.
write music and cuarantee to secure pubUcatlon. S~b
STAMMERIN G
mlt poefl\S 011 •DJ' &ubJeot. Breadw&J Studios, 165C,
ST-STU·T·T·TERl NG and stammerl11« cured &t homo.
Fltzr.erald Bulldln •• New York.
MARRY RICH. hundreds a11:tlnus, deecri~tlo,l\ U.t free, Po~~~~c~:u b~~~~.~ #::btne~':i~Itr:. J:lcDonnell, 11
satls!actlen cuaranteed. Select Clu~, Dope. 4, EmPoria. Kansas.
TOBACCO HABIT
GET MARRIED. Best matrimonial magozlne published.
Mailed free. .American Dlsttlbutor. Blairsrllle, Pa.
TOBACCO KILLS MANLY VIGOR. Quit habit eaal)T.
LONELY MAIDEN, 26, would marry. Write for J)d.c• cr:.i"lii:!o;::.,;?.~~ ~llo ,.0:,~'!,."' OJ&
B~
ture. Bos 150K, Syracuse, N. T .
ll-61, HendleJ, Nebr.
-

11J.'fodz.!b.

THE LIBERTY BOYS OF '76

976 The Liberty Boys After the .Jaegers ; or, Th e American Cause

ISSUES~
!Ilk"> The Liberty Boys and tbe Terror; or. Tbe Masked Spy ot
Harl.em Heights.
966 Tbe Liberty Boys on . t!h e Rapid Anna; or, Tbe Fii:rbt at
Raccoon Ford.
M7 The Liberty Boys' Fierce Retreat; or, Driven out of Mac-

-LATEST

!l68
969
!liO
971
V72
!li3
fl74
!l75

in Peril.
077 Tb!' Liberty Boys , Lightning SwePp: or , T il e Affair At Ruge-

ley' s ~lill.
'th
V78 The Lih e r1 _,- Bo~· s and lh<' Dumb Mcss engPr; or, Out \"
,, '
til e Mountain ~J en .
G79 Tlw Libe rty Bo~·s · Ca,·atry Charge : or. Hunniug Out tile

Tl~:tti~erty

Doys with Hand's Riflemen; or, The l•'ligbl of
980
the H essians.
!)81
The Liberty Boys at Tarrant's Ta,•ern; or. Surprised by
!18:.l
Tarleton.
983
Tbe IAberty Boys' Drum Bent; or. Calling Out the Patriots.
Tl1 e Liberty Boys In a '.right Place; or, Dick SlatPr's Lucky
!)84
Shot.
!l85
The LU>erty Boys Settling Old Scores; or, The Capture of
986
Gene ral Prescott.
!187
The Liberty Boys and Trumpeter Bftrney; or, '.l.'he Brave
(188
Bugler's D e fiance.
The Liberty Boys in Irons: or, Caught on a Prison Sblp.
The Liberty Boys a nd tbe Refugees; or, '.1.'he Escape at Battle
!)8!)
Pass.
For sal e by all newsdealers, or will b e sebt to any address on re ceipt

~kinn c l' S .

Th e
Th e
'.l.'he
The

L\hert.v Boys' Secret; or. Th e Girl ~P.V 0f BrookJ~·n.
r ,ib e rt.v B ors in th e S\Ya mp; or. Fi gl11 ·ng A ' ong th l' SJrtee .
Liberty Roy s• Comp ac t: or, Bound h r An Oatb.
Lll1erty Boys' Hollow S•1uare; or, lloldrng Oil' th e He~-

s ian~.

The Libert y Boys' CountNs ign; or. Hot ' Vork at the Forts.
The Libnt.v Boy s ' Go ld C hes t ; or. Tb e o ·rl 'J'o o"s Secret.
'l'h e T, iherty Bo~·s ' Ilelpinµ- Harde n: or, Spy Agninst Spy.
1'he Li berty Boys' Compact: or, Bound bv an Oath.
The Li b erty lioys on Picket Duty ; or, F:i ci ng tbe Wors t of
· Dan ger.
The Liberty Boys and the Queen's Rangers; or, Raidin g by
Raiders. ·
of price, G cents per copy, In money or pastege "tamps. h ,v

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

168 West 23d St., N. Y.

IF YOU WANT ANY BACK NUMBERS
of these weeklies and cannot procure them from newsdealers.. they can be obtained from the publishers direct. Write out
and fill in your Order and send it with the price of the weeklies you want, and the weeklies will be sent to you by return
mail. POSTAGE STAMPS TAKF.N THE SAME AS MONEY.

1l
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T

HAND

NAPOLE ON'S ORACULUM AND
N o, 14. HOW TO lllAKE CANDY.-A comt>REAli BOOK.- Con t aining the great oracle plete band-book for making all kinds of
of bnman destiny; also the true meaning. or candy, ice-cream, syrups, e ssen ces, etc .. etc.
almost any kind of dreams, together with
No. 18. . HOW TO BECOME BEAUTIFUL,
charms, ceremonies, and curion s games of -One of the brightest and most valu able
cards.
Jlttle books ever g iYe n to the world. EveryNo. 2 , HOW TO DO TRICKS.-The i;r,e at body wishes to know how to become beautlbo ok of magic and card tr1c.k s, contan~rng ! n l, bot h male and female. The secret is
full ini<tructlon on all the leading car<;). tri_c ks slmple. rr nd almos t cos tless. .
ot the day, also the most popula~ magical
No. 20. HOW TO E..."ITERTAIN AN EVE·
illus ions as performed by our Jead111g mag i- NI.NG PARTY.-A complete compendium of
C'ians ; every boy should obtaln a copy of games, s ports. card diversions. comic recitath " b k
tions, etc., suita!Jle for parlor or drawing ~o ~o ·. HOW TO FLIRT.-Tbe arts and room entertainment. It contain s more for
~· i! e s' 0 £ flirtation are fully explained by this
the money than any hook pu blisbed.
li ttl e book. Besides the various methods of
No. 21. HOW TO HUNT AND FISH.-The
handkerchief, fan, glove, parasol, wi_ndow m ost complete bunting and tlsblng guide
a n d hat flirtation, it contains a full llst of ever puhlished. It contains full Instructions
tile language and sen timent of flowers.
about guns, huntlng dogs, traps, trapping
No 4, HOW TO D ANCE is the title of and fishing, together with description of
tbis iittle book. It contains full instrnctions game and fish.
in the art of dancing, etiquette in the ball1: 0. 22. HOW TO D O SECON D SIGHT.room and at parties, how to dress, and full Helle~·s second sight explained by bis fordirections for calling oil In all popnlar mer assistant, Fred Hunt, J"r. Exp)aining
square dances.
how the secret dialoi:;;ues were carried on beNo. 5_ HOW TO lllAKE LOVE.-A com- tween the magician a nd the boy on the
piete gnide to Jove. conrtship and marriage, st~o~ ; 2i '. soHgJW' ~.r~llE~~~i'i.<i~ :::,n~Esii;f:.~
giving sensible advice, rules and etiquette to
be observed, with man y curious and interest- ~'hi s little book gives the explanation to all
ing things not generally xnown.
kinds of dreams, together with lncky and
No_ 6. HOW TO BECO;\IE AN ATHLETE. unlucky days.
-Giving full instru ction for the use of
No . 24, HOW T6 WRITE LETTERS TO
dumbbells Indian clu bs, parallel bars, bori- GENTLEMEN.-Containing full in s tructions
of for writing to g entle men on all sulJjects.
Zo ntal ba~s and Yarious other Imethods
t ·
No, 25. HOW
DECOl\IE A GYMNAST.
developing a good, healthy m u se e; con ll.ln- -Containing fullTO
Instructions for all kinds
In g over sixty illustrations.
of gymnas tic sports and athletic exercises.
No. '7. HOW TO KEEP BIBDS.-Ha!!d· Embracing thirty-five illustrations. By Prosome!y illustrated and containing ful! .m- fessor W. Macdonald.
s t ructions for the management and trammg
N o. 26.
HOW TO ROW, SAIL AND
of the canary, mockingbird , bobolink, black- BUILD A BOAT.-Fully illu strated. Full
bird, paroquet, parrot, etc.
instructions are given in this little book, to:So 9. HOW TO BECO~IE A VENTRILO- gether with instructions on swimming and
QUIST.-By Harry Kennedy. Every intelll- riding, companion sports to boating.
g e nt boy reading tbls book of Instructions
No. 27. HOW TO RECITE AND BOOK
cnn master the art, and create any amount OF RECITAT IO NS.- Containing the most
of fnn for himse lf and frie nd s. I t ls t he popular selections In use, comprising Dutch
great est book e>er published.
dialect, French dialect, Yankee and Irlsb diaNo 10. HOW TO BO X--The art of self- Jeet pieces, together with many s tandard
dPfen s e mad i. easy. Containing over thirty r eadings.
lllustrations of guard s, blows, and the ditl'erNo. 28. HO'V TO TELL FORTUNES.ent position of a good boxer. Every boy Everyone is desirous of knowing what his
should obtain one o! these useful and in- future life will bring forth. whether bappistrnctive books, as it will teach yon how to ne-ss or miser.v, wealth or poverty. You cau
box \'l'itl1out an instructor.
tell by a gla.uce at this little book. Buy one
No. 11. HOW TO WRITE LOTE·LET· and be convin ced.
TERS .- A most complete little book, containNo, 29. HOW TO BECOME AN INVENlng full directions !or writing l ove-letters, TOR,-Every hoy should know how lnvenand wbi.n to nse them, giving specimen let- tions originated. This book explains them
t ers for young and old. '
all, giving examples in electri city , hydraulics.
No . 12 HOlV TO WRITE LETTERS TO magnetism , optics, pneumatics. IllP~anlcs ,
LADIES·.-Glving complete instructions for etc.
writing lette rs to ladies on all subjects; also
No. 31> · HOW TO COOK.-One of' ~fie most
letter s of introdnctlon, notes and r eqn ests.
instructive hooks on cooking Her published.
No. 13. HOW TO DO IT; OR, Boo:ii; OF It contains recipes !or cookinii: meats, fi sh .
ETIQUETTE.-rt is a great life secret , and game, and oy•ters; also oies, puddings,
one tbat every young man desires to know cakes and a ll kinds of pastry, and a grand
all about. There's hanniness In It.
collectlan of recioes.
For sale by all newsdealers, or will be sent to any add r ess on r eceipt of price, lOc. per copy, or

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

BOOKS

No, 31. HOW TO BECO~lE A SPEAR'.•'
ER--Containing fourt ee n illustrations. giving the different po s ition" requisite to becorne a ,: mod speaker. reacler and elocutionist.
Also con ta ining g e ms fr om all the popular
au tho r s of p_rose and poetry.
No. 32. HOW TO R I DE A BICYCLE.Containing instructl0ns for beginners. choice
of a machine, hints on training, etc. A
complete book. Full or practica l illustra.·
tions.
No, 35. HOW TO PLAY GAM.ES.- A complete and useful little hook. conta ining the
rules and regulations of billiards, bagatelle,
backgammon, c roquet, dominoes, etc.
,,
No. 36. HOW TO SOLVE CONUNDRUl\18
-Containing all tbe lea<ling conundru m s oi
the day, amu sing rldules, cu rious catches f
and witty sayings.
,
No. ~8- HOW TO BECO ME YOUR OWN
DOCTOR.-A wonderful book, containing
useful and practical informal ion iu tbe treatment of ordinary diseasen and ailments common to every famil.v. Ahonnding in u"efnl
and etrective recipes for general complaints.
No. 39. HOW TO RAISE DOGS, POULTRY, PIGEONS AND RABBITS.-A u seful
and instructive book. llanclsomely illustrated.
No. 40.
HOW TO MARE AND SET
TRAPS .- I ncluding llints on how to catC'h
m.ol es, weas els, otte r, r a ts. Sfln\ rrels and
h1rds. Also how to cure skins . Copiously
illustrated.
No. 41. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK END
l\ll': N'S JO RE llOOK.- Contaiuing a • great
Yarie ty or the lates t joke« used by the most
famous e nd men. Ko amateur m instr els Is
cowplete without this w onderful little book.
No: 42. THE BOYS ·OF NEW YORK
STUlllP SP EAKER.- Containing a varied assortment of stump speec hes, Negro, Dutch
and Irish. Also end men 's j okes. .Just the
thing for home amusement and amateur
shows.
No. 43. HOW TO BECO~IE A MAGICIAN'.
-Containing the grandest assortment of
magi~al illusions ever
p laced hetore tbe
public. Al s o tricks with ca rd s, incantations,
etc.
No, 44. HOW TO WRITE IN AN ALUU.!IC.-A grand collection of Album Verses
suitable for any time and occasion , emb racing Lines of Love, Al'fec tlo n. Sentiment, Hnmor, Respect. and Condolence, also Vers es
Snitable for Valentines and Weddings .
No. 45. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK l\IINSTREL GUIDE AND JOK.E BOOK,-Sometbing n ew and very in structive . Every boy
sbould obtain tbis book, as it contains !nil
instructions tor organizing an amateur min·
strel trou oe.
3 for 25c., in mon ey or postage stamps, by

168 West 23d St., New York.

